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No mistakes in the Nov. 29 issue were reported.

Financial Aid checks are going to be
mailed Spring semester, 1998.
Is your address correct?
If not, please update it at Student Information
Center, Siemens Hall 214, by Jan. 9, 1998.
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CSU employees
receive back pay
Mi CSU failed to inform

theater

employees of a salary
adjustment freeze.

recieved some back pay.
The workers receiving money
were clerical, administrative, tech-

By Abigail Hudson-Crim

health care employees. Some were

[UMBERJACK STAFF

After five years the CSU system
is paying as much as $20 million to
workers in back pay as ordered by
the court.
Anestimated 120 HSU workers
received checks by the end of November for the salary adjustments
that were withheld when contracts
were renegotiated in June 1992.

Juli Hughes, an engineering senior

ERICA REILLY / LUMBERJACK STAFF
and Campus Recycling Program volunteer, sorts through a pile of

recyclables at the CRP collections site.

Recycling program reborn

The California State Employees’
Association(CSEA)learnedin 1992
thatthe CSU one-sidedly suspended
merit salary adjustments (MSAs)
without informing the workers.
The union recognized that the
chancellor’s office failed to fulfill the
obligation to meet and confer with
the CSEA’s negotiation team about
wages and working conditions, said
Anda Webb, president of CSEA

Chapter 301(HSU workers).

Changes abound on CRP’s 10th anniversary
Mi Following a semester of communication
problems and questionable activities, the Campus
Recycling Program tries to recycle itself.

Whether it is demonstrating

Cooley said because the program
grew so fast there wasn’t enough
structure within to support its
growth.

composting on the Quad, educat-

“Mark Kennedy was the back-

By Denise Rogers
CALENDAR EDITOR

ing residence hall students about

boneas the adviser many years ago

recycling or riding the eco-cycle

and was able to compensate for the

bikes around campus collecting
waste, the Campus Recycling Pro-

program’s continuity problem,”

gram is always doing something to
make HSU a more eco-friendly

a new person entered as the adviser who didn’t know the system,

campus.
Celebrating its 10th anniversary
this year, CRP has seen many
changes through the years as an
Associated Students program.
After a rough year in 1996, CRP
has made significant changes and

is now back on track and running
better said Alec Cooley, solid waste
reduction manager and manager
of CRP at HSU.
“We had alot of communication
breakdown with the old adviser
last year,” Cooley said. “The struc-

ture of our program was very unstable for many reasons; staffers

would come and go which led toa
continuity problem — people had
to keep relearning their positions

and there were personality conflicts.”

Cooley said. “When heleftin 1995,
as well as new staffers, so the con-

tinuity was broken.”
Scott Ford, CRP office manager,

agreed that last year’s program was
at an
“*A
have
gram

all-time low.
lot of our energy that should
gone into running the prowent into our constant battle

with our adviser,” Ford said. “But

Pll also be the first to admit that the
adviser wasn’t entirely to blame for
lastyear. We had some holes in our
collections department as well as
truck problems.”
‘ Cooley, who is employed by the

state to fill the lone position as
HSU’s solid waste reduction manager, saw the open position last
spring and applied.

worked on the staff for three years
then worked at the Arcata Community Recycling Center (ACRC)
for three-and-a-half years before I
saw the open position for solid
waste reduction manager.”
After a committee sat down last

semester to analyze the breakdown
of CRP, many changes were made.
As one of the main rebuilding
steps, the committee rewrote the
job description for the solid waste
reduction manager, stating who-

ever filled the position would also
manage CRP. Cooley got the job.
The program is running
smoother already since Cooley
took the helm.
“The staff should take most of
the credit,” Cooley said. “This
program is a great opportunity to
learn skills in a student run program. I haven’t even had to manage because the students are running the program in such a professional way.”
Ford said a large part of this
year’s enthusiasm in the program
is due to A.S.
“We did some restructuring
within the program this year, creating a couple of new positions and
rewriting old ones,” Ford

said.

“We have A.S. to thank forsome of
this. Weasked foradditional funds

“Tam analumniofCRP,” Cooley
said. “When I was in school here f

-

See Recycling, page 5

The adjustments were a salary
step system that increased employees’ pay with their experience and
expertise on the job. Ifthe employees were able to move to another
levelin the five-level system, on the
anniversary of their hiring they
would also get a 5 percent salary
increase.
“CSU said one day ‘we’re short
of money’ and withheld MSAs,”

Webb said.
“I wasn’t surprised ... there had
been budget problems,” said Terry
McElrath, a clerical assistant in the

arts department

who

nical and operations support, and
part-time or have retired.
On Sept. 9aflat5 percent formula
for calculating back pay was agreed

to by the CSU and the union.
The amounts vary from a few
hundred to $9,000. It also affects

current salaries, giving employees
the raise they didn’t get in 1992.
At the 22 campuses recipients

received the first set of checks from
the chancellor’s office on Oct. 30.
At HSU, checks were distributed

to 39 employees.
“The payroll department has
worked very hard to make sure everyone gets the money,” Webb said.
About 40 percent of the back pay
is being withheld for taxes but it will
be returned mainly in tax refunds.
“T lost a full half of what was
coming

to

tax

deductions,”

McElrath said.

“Interest (7 percent) checks are
being handled separately,” Webb
said. “The union is still negotiating.”
It was in June

1992 when the

contract expired, that the CSU
announced itwould not pay MSAs.
The previous practice of meeting
and conferring with the CSEA was
ignored and the union fileda charge
of unfair labor practice with the
Public Employment Relations
Board on July 6, 1992.

See Back pay, page 8

Provost calls it quits
_ Alfred Guillaume, Provost and
Vice President for Academic Af-

fairs, surprised fellow administrators and even his own secretary
Monday by requesting to resign
from his duties to the university.
Ina letter to the campus community, President Allistarr McCrone
stated: “... for personal reasons Dr.
Alfred J. Guillaume,Jr. has submitted, and I have accepted, his resig-

nation from his appointment as our
Provost and Vice President
forAcademic Affairs.”
Guillaume was unavailable for
comment, as he was out of town at

press time.
Sean Kearns, assistant director
for public affairs, said his office
learned of Guillaume’s resignation
through the same memo being
passed around campus.

Alfred Guillaume
McCrone has announced that he

will be appointing a temporary vice
president to serve until a replacement can be found. He will initiate a
search for Guillaume’s permanent
replacement in January.
Guillaume will continue to act as

Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs until Dec. 31.
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Facelift leaves student I.D. cards looking good

Wi New cards cost nearly
two-thirds less to produce
than the old ones.
By Heather Crosby |

LUMBERJACK STAFF

————

purchase a new one.
For more than 20 years HSU
has been using a Polaroid system,
which has begun to malfunction.
“We were using the typewriter
of photo I.D.’s,” said John Taloff,
campus I.D. supervisor.
The system is not only outdated,

Student, staffand faculty identification cards are getting a make over.
The new cards will be in full

color displaying Founders Hall in
the

background

with

the

cardholder’s picture in the left side
of the card.
The function of the card will
remain the same and it is not afhli-

ated with the “one-card.”
“The only thing that has changed
is the way it looks,” said Josh
Washburn, Library circulation unit

supervisor. “But there is alsoanew
number printed on the back of the
card.”
The Emergency Campus Conditions Recording number has

been added to the back in red bold-

face type.
According

to Washburn,

the

number can be called to find out if
the campus is open in case of a
natural disaster or in extreme
weather conditions.

Those who hold the old-style
I.D. card will not be required to

it is also not cost efficient.
“The cost for supplies for the
old system are going up and the
card price would also have to go
up,” Washburn said.
Students are charged “at cost”
to replace a card. The price for a
new

identification card 1s $5, of

which $3.50 goes toward supplies
and $1.50 to pay staff.
Washburn said the new system
will save nearly two-thirds of the

production cost with only $2 of
every $5 used for the supplies. The

price of the card will remain the
same because “inflation is going to
happen and we have to allow for
that,” he said.

“Wealso need to build up funds
again,” Washburn said. “Hopefully we won’t have to raise the
price for another 20 years.”

for a suitable system since January
1996. The nearly $30,000 invest-

ment covered the costs of a new
PC-compatible computer, two
printers, a signature pad, digital
camcorder, ribbons, overlay for the

The new system cost $27,000.

cards, training, delivery costs and
software.
The printers were the most ex-

Formore than 20 years, funds were

pensive purchase at nearly $6,000

collected from the I.D. card fees,

each.
“We bought two of them because we are remotely located and

which made this purchase possible.
Taloff and Washburn searched

Lays Wetphlg siZ iss

need to have one on hand in case it
breaks,” Washburn said. “If anything goes wrong, it will probably

be with the printer.”
The cards will probably last students more than the average five

years it takes to graduate from the
university.
“They are more durable and will
last for about 50,000 card swipes,”
Taloff said.
After two weeks of issuing cards,
things seem to berunning smoothly.

ST
¢
¢
¢
¢

JN
JN
JN
JN

116
120
323
324

“There have been no problems
with the new system,” Taloff said.
To buy a new card, students
need to pay the cashier’s office $5
and bring the receipt to the Library. The identification card office hours are 11 a.m. to | p.m,
Monday through Friday and 6 to9
p.m., Monday through Thursday.
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Intro to Mass Communication (3 units) MWF 1200-1250 (22020)
Beginning Reporting* (3 units) MWF 1000-1050 (22034)
Intro to Public Relations (3 units) MWF 1000-1050 (22559).
Magazine Writing (3 units) TR 1400-1520 (22562) —

¢ JN 328 — Law of Mass Communication (3 units) MW 1500-1620 (24471)
¢ JN 330 — International Mass Communication (3 units) TR 930-1050 (23976)
¢ JN 490 — Photojournalism and Photoshop (3 units) TR 1200-1250 & W 1900-2050

Learn to shoot and edit video in the following classes:
¢ JN 336 — Public Affairs Video Production (3 units) TR 930-1050 (22580)
¢ JN 490 —TV Producing and Directing (3 units)TR 1530-1750 (25337)
¢ JN 490 —TV Studio Production (1 unit) TR 1600-1750 (26067)
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Campus honors
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World AIDS Day
with activities
By Matt Krupnick

EDITOR IN CHIEF

HSU will join the world in promoting AIDS awareness this week.
A variety of events will occur on
campusall week in honor of World
AIDS Day, which took place Mon-

day. The American Association of
World Health reports that half of

HIV infections occur in people
under the age of25 and that AIDS

is the sixth-leading cause of death
among 15 to 24-year-olds.
A portion of the Sacramento

Names Project AIDS quiltwill be on
display all week in the Multicultural
Center meeting room. A table with
information on AIDS and HIV test-

ing will be on the UC Quad tomorrow and Friday.

A candlelight gathering will be
held on the UC Quad on Friday at

5:15 p.m. Speakers will include
health educator Jenny Phelps and
student Dion Davis, who lost his
father to AIDS. An open microphone will follow and candles will
be provided.

Art senior Jennifer Albert designed the poster that was chosen

to represent the week’s activities as
part of an intermediate graphic

design class project. The poster
depicts a herd of zebras, one of
which has “AIDS” written into its
stripes with the words “Is it really
that easy to spot AIDS?” above the
drawing.
Albert said she was honored to
have her poster chosen.
“The whole class actually came
out with some amazing posters,”
she said. “It’s kind of overwhelming.”
Most or all of the posters the
class members designed will eventually be printed, Albert said.

Designing a poster about AIDS
was different than creating just any
poster, she said.

“It’s a more sensitive topic,”
Albert said. “You didn’t want to
offend people, but you wanted to
raise awareness.”
World AIDS Day is organized
by the Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS, apartnership
of six United Nations agencies that
was created last year. This week’s
events at HSU are being organized
by the Student
Health Center Educationand Promotion Program, the
HSU AIDS Policy Committee and
the Health Issues, Advocacy and
Outreach class (PS 380).

Recycling
* Continued from page 3
last year to pay for the new positions and they gave it to us. Without that extra money, we’d be hav-

ing big problems this year.”
CRP’s main goal this year is to
get the collection schedule back on

track and to regain credibility for
the program.
“People lost respect for our program last year because bins were
overflowing and calls went unanswered,” Cooley said. “People

began to ask what was the point of
our program.

It wasn’t the custo-

dial or grounds crews fault. They
got a lot of flak but it wasn’t their
responsibility, it was CRP’s.”

“The first halfhas been relatively
easy to accomplish,” Cooley said.
“The second half will be more difficult because we are now trying to
change people’s reduction habits.”
By reusing mugs and reusing
office supplies through the Reusable Office Supply Exchange, CRP
is trying to get people to choose
products with less packaging.
“We as a community are concerned about our impact on the
environment,” Cooley said. “But
it is our consumption habits that
directly fuel the cutting down of
trees and off-shore oil drilling. By
re-evaluating the way we consume
we say in a much stronger voice
that we want to protect our envi-

Solid Waste Reduction Task Force
was established with representatives from ACRC, the City of
Arcata, and Arcata Garbage Co. to

efits to reducing, reusing and recy-

1995, one halfofall the garbage on
campus has been recovered as a
reusable resource.

Photo.

2-Hour

E-6

Slide

518 Henderson,

Processing

Eureka: 442-9293

Henderson Center Photo Uses Kodak® Products

ronment.”

for CRP.
The overall goal was to redirect
60 percent of all generated solid
waste on campus away from the
landfill by the year 2000.As of

Center

Specializing in Quality Finishing * In Friendly Henderson Center

Some of the goals have already
been accomplished. In 1992, a

develop an overall reduction goal

Henderson

Everyone knows there are bencling. CRP has already greatly benefitted HSU by helping the university save about $40,000 a year in
tipping costs — the cost per ton to
put in the landfill. In Humboldt
County the tipping cost is extremely high, nearly $79 per ton of
waste.

For more information on the
Campus Recycling Program call
826-4162

or visit its office in War-

ren House 53.
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On-line archives debut in Library
@ New services make it

easy for students to use

Chair
of Library Access Services
Wayne Perryman coordinated the
development of the system with

the help of June Camozzi, supervi-

materials on reserve.

sor of the on-line course reserves

By Heather Crosby

(ONCORES)

LUMBERJACK STAFF

members.

and a few faculty

The services were in pilot usage
State-of-the-art cataloging tech-

for nearly

two

years

before

the

nology has clear cut through the
redwood curtain and made its

project became a reality.

home in the Library.

cataloging services came directly

The

funding

for the new

on-line

ing service. A user can view rare

photos such as snow on the Arcata
n
famPlazain 1916 and the Douari
ily boating on Blue Lake in 1890.
Besides archival images, photos
are also availof special collections
able on the new cataloging service.
A collection of poisonous vascular

plants compiled by James Smith,

botany professor and dean of the
natural resources and science college, is easily viewed by scrolling

new on-line cataloging services.

from
the
library’s
Perryman said nearly

IMAGO is an on-line image cata-

went toward the purchase of three

down the screen with the help of
the mouse.
“IMAGO combines traditional

loging service which digitizes,
cata-

scanners, two PC’s and software.

library know-how

logs, stores and serves images to
the user through the World Wide
Web.
ONCORES is also accessible

Benefits of this new technology
include having access to fragile
materials which may be easily damaged and having a central acces-

through the World Wide Web and
provides students with a way to

sible location on the web for spe-

IMAGO
and ONCORES are the

view reserve materials that faculty

have placed online.

budget.
$10,000

cial research collections.

Hundreds of historical photos
are located on the image catalog-

edge technology,” Perryman said.
The new technological services

were created because “we perceived

that there was

a need

to

catalog images and documents and
make them readily available for student use,” Perryman said.
ONCORES

technology serves

3

Natural

resource planning and

DEIRDRE ROSS / LUMBERJACK STAFE
interpretation senior Otto Camps

takes advantage of the IMAGO services.
those needs by providing a single
interface through the World Wide
Web to all materials that faculty
have placed on reserve.

Approximately 25 faculty members

are

actively

utilizing

See ONCORES, page 8

TLL

AVY
Do you favor increasing

with cutting-

the Instructionally Related Activities fee (IRA) $35 per

semester ($70 per academic

year) to support IRA programs?

Specific areas inneed of augmentation include student per diem, travel and production
material expenses. The current IRA fee is $26 per year.
Approval of the fee increase will also aC CRIM iCCR Tita
ce
dents to all IRA sponsored activities such as Theatre Events, Music Performances
and Intercollegiate Athletic contests.

AEZABVOTE MEANS ADDITIONAL

AV MIAVOTE MEANS THESE PROGRAMS

FUNDING FOR...

WILL CONTINUE 70 BE UNDERFUNDED
AND SOME MAY FACE ELIMINATION...

e
e
e
e
¢
°
¢
¢
¢
¢

Art Gallery
Athletic Training/Club Sports
Broadcast News
Campus Center for
aepreers Technology
College of Arts Publicity
Forensics
Forestry Conclave
Intercollegiate Athletics
KRFH AM Student-Run Radio
Leadership in Volunteer
Organizations

¢ The Lumberjack Newspaper
¢ Marching (amnberienkee
¢ Model United Nations
¢ In the 1997-98 IRA budget, almost every one of these
e Modern Languages
groups was denied part of the funding requested
e Music
because there was not enough money available.
e Osprey Magazine
¢Range Plant Team
¢ Theatre Arts
5
6 The student-chaired IRA committee determined that a
¢ Toyon Journal of Creativity
“significant increase in the IRA fee is a necessity if the
e Wildlife Conclave
University is to maintain both the quality and the
...and more!
quantity of the IRA-funded programs that directly
benefit students.”

... AN FREE ADMISSION FOR HEY STUDENTS
70 All (RA SPONSORED EVENTS, INCLUDING
ATHLETICS, MUSIC AND THEATRE EVENTS

cA no vote would limit the amount of students who can
participate in IRA funded activities and may reduce the

number of student programs currently funded.

As a student, you will have a chance to vote on your future and the future
of other students in the upcoming Student Fee Referendum election.

——»

VOTE ON teeRvaRY 10. 11, 12
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e

| don’t need a better
reason than to do it

for ME.

G00
he

Noy. 17
e 11:41 a.m. — UPD received a
report of two to three people smoking reefer in the trees near Campus
Apartments. The suspected smokers were contacted but no evidence
of the intoxicating inhalants were
found,
¢ 5:21 p.m. — Someone who
lost his dog on campus asked UPD
to help him retrieve it.
Nov. 18 — Storm °97
e 3:48 a.m. — A man strolling
through the Jolly Giant Commons
parking lot was almost attacked by
a black Labrador reportedly foaming at the mouth. The possibly
rabid mongrel was last seen heading toward L. K. Wood Boulevard.
¢ 9:56 a.m. — A person seen
lying on the ground outside of a
Creekview lounge was determined
to be suffering from an epileptic
seizure and in need of medical assistance. The person was transported to Mad River Community

Hospital via ambulance.
e 2:45 p.m. — A student reported finding inappropriate messages on her e-mail.
¢ 4:50 p.m. — Construction
equipment atop Van Duzer Theater was considered a possible
safety hazard due to heavy gusts
wind froma passing storm. AUPD
officer and an engineer remained
in the area until members of the
construction crew could arrive and
secure the equipment.
e 5:10 p.m. — Widespread reports of storm mayhem, power
outages and mass destruction were
called into UPD headquarters.
¢ 5:57 p.m. — A large tree limb
crashed to the ground at the corner
of 17thand B Streets. Plant Operations was notified of the problem.
¢ 6:00 p.m. — The power supply to the residence halls was
switched to generator use in case
of a power outage.
e 7:10 pm. — A JGC freight
elevator tooka break and left someone hanging out for a short while.
The person was able to get out
before UPD arrived.
¢ 7:32 p.m. — Students standing on the east side of the JGC
pelted JGC employees with eggs.
The egg lobbers scrambled away
before UPD could arrive.
Nov. 19
¢ 12:52 a.m. — Students in the
Ceramics Lab created too much
ruckus for some passersby. UPD
asked four students in the lab to

1618 G Street * Arcata = Phone; 822-8712

off
¢ 7:36 p.m. — A disgruntled
athlete at Forbes Complex kicked
the wall and earned a citation for
vandalism of school property.
Nov. 20
e 3:44 a.m. —A non-resident
was caught napping in the TV

Nov. 24
¢ 10:28 a.m. — A construction

worker at the Wildlife Building was
buried alive by a ditch that col-

lounge on the second floor of Sunset Hall anfd given the boot. As an

lapsed around him. Arcata Fire
Department was called in to assist
in the rescue. The worker was
transported to Mad River Community Hospital.

added bonus, he was told not to

Nov. 25

return to campus for seven days.
¢ 12:29 p.m. — UPD pumped
some juice into the Bloodmobile
in need ofa jump start on the University Center Quad. Itis unknown
whether Bloodmoblie workers returned the favor witha cup ofjuice.

¢ 8:24 a.m. — UPD found four
people camping out in the bushes
near the Library basement’s west

¢ 6:30 p.m. — Students burning
candles on a blanket in University
Annex 152 were advised of the
possible fire hazard associated with
fire and blankets and asked to extinguish the candles.
¢ 8:36 p.m. — Someone tore off
the wood paneling next to the second floor window at Kane House.
Nov. 21
¢ 7:29 a.m.— A diesel fuel spill
occurred at the west end of Laurel
Drive.
¢ 1:57p.m.—Awomanreported
hearing a BB or pellet gun fired
near the Sculpture Lab. UPD was
unable to locate anyone with a firearm,
Nov. 22
¢ 9:20 a.m. — A safety check on

entrance. Three were sent on their

way, but a four was arrested and
taken to Juvenile Hall for lying to
the officer.

was from a tree branch which had
fallen from a tree.

AAAS53

Is it really that easy
to spot AIDS?
WN

Dy

MW
A

the 800 block of 18th Street.
¢ 12:15 a.m. — APD requested

assistance dealing with a possible

yy

burglary at the 600 block of 10th
Street as there were no available
APD units. The front window of

the home was found damaged by
the UPD officer, who awaited APD

to arrive and take over the investigation.
° 9:38 a.m.— Two men, onewith

a goatee and the other with long hair
and a Cat in the Hat style hat wee
wandering around near the resi-

dence halls. UPD determined they

campus.

ing from the forest said the sound

Offer does not apply to digital output of files, not
good in combination with other offers or discounts.
One use per customer. Expires 12/31/97.

requested assistance in dealing
with a stabbing that occurred on

nately for that student, it was less

two men and a woman spray paint-

On-site Mac & IBM rental

¢ 12:05 a.m. — Arcata Police

covery of someone’s stash. Fortu-

a Sunset Hall room led to the dis-

Computer
Rental

Nov. 26

were non-residents and tracked
them down at Plaza Circle, where
officers asked them to leave

quiet down.
¢ 5:50 p.m. — Someone spotted

were gone on arrival.

the Plaza * Arcata * 822-2866
www.arcata.com/goodrelations

than one ounce of pot.
¢ 11:45 a.m. — Another Sunset
Hall resident’s marijuana and assorted paraphernalia fell victim to
Housing safety checks.
¢ 3:15 p.m.— UPD investigated
reports of a gunshot in the woods
behind Fern Hall. A student emerg-

ing under the foot bridge. They

4

dations

Nov. 29
¢ 11:37 a.m. — A UPD officer
noticed that a Campus Recycling
Center bin had been broken into

sometime during the past two days.
Aluminum cans had been stolen
from the bin.
— Compiled by Frank Vella

Design by lennifer Albert

At HSU, World AIDS Day wil be observedall week.

Please join us for a candlelight vigil
‘on the Quad Friday at 5:15 p.m.
A portion of the Sacramento Names
Project AIDS Quilt will be on display
this week in the Multicultural Center.

For free and anonymous testing call 268-2109 * For further information about HIV/AIDS: North Coast AIDS Project 268-2132 + Web sites:
http://www.humboldt.edu/~aids & http://www.hivinsite.ucsf.edu
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Back pay

- Continued from page 6

* Continued from page 3

Second Alnnual
Clege-cut

J

Sal

“We mighthave cometoa
middle ground; we'll never
know because they never
meet with us,” Webb said.

“They didn’t even try.”

al.

& Sun. Pee. Gth-L th, 2} Gp.m.

o Sterling Silver and Semiprecious Stene jewelry e
® JneoSe beads and Components e

On Jan.

15,

1993,

the

board issued a complaint alleging the one-sided suspen-

sion ofthe MSAs by the CSU
was illegal. From

there,

counter hearings ensued
the board found CSU at
fault. No

the fall.
“Once they (instructors) can see

what can be done and how they
can use it, they will be more inter-

back pay was

board’s decision. It directed

“T receive the materials, scan it,

appealed to the California
Court of Appeals, Second

the CSU to pay the employ- -

proofread it, publish it and get it

ees who were denied salary

on-line,” Camozzi said.
Instructors can choose whether

adjustments plus interest.

the material is either converted to
text through HTML (hypertext
mark-up language) orin PDF (portable document format) where the
material will appear exactly as the
nt
original docu
onme
the web
page.
“One problem is that scientific
notation has to be coded and what

From June to September,
settlement conferences were

held to figure out the backpay time frame and amounts.

“It’s too bad thatit tookso
long,” McElrath said. “Jus-

tice was served in the end.”

available 24 hours a day and it can

be read on screen, saving paper,

“Although Pll almosi bet every-

body prints it out,” she said.

Saving paper is the main reason

line reserve system.
“T wanted to save paper and ex-

Districtand on Dec. 17, 1996
the court ruled against the

199
the6,
CSEA

est benefit is that the information is

service, a student must be sitting

informing students,” Perryman said.
Camozzi has received a positive
response from faculty who have
given her course material to place
online.

InJanuary

According to Camozzi the great-

English graduate teaching assistant
Adam Bauchner is using the on-

faculty and they are responsible for

awarded at that time.

ferent than the actual printed docu.
ment,” Camozzi said.

ested,” Perryman said.
To access this new cataloging
behind a computer with Internet
access and have the password to
open the system.
“The password is given to the

until October 1993, when
145 G Sr. (SoutH oF Samoa Buvp.) e Arcata @ 822-8067

ONCORES since it was brought
into use this semester. Only four
faculty members are participating
in IMAGO which also started in

appears on the screen may be dif.

pose students
Bauchner said.

to computers,”

But the reaction he has received

from students has not been completely positive.
“Students that are more ideologically aligned or more familiar

with computers like it,” he said,

“But those who don’t like it think

it’s another hoop tojump through.”
Despite the responses from students and his own concerns,
Bauchner anticipates using the online reserve to catalog his materials
every semester.

“We are trying to (maximize)
the capabilities of the Web to offer

services in support of students
learning wherever
Perryman said.

are,”

they

Sek
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Dirty money?
Arcata invests in tobacco, nuclear weapons
By Jennifer Kho
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Vice Mayor Jason Kirkpatrick
said Arcata continually invests
about $8 million through the state’s
Local Agency Investment Fund.
But when Arcata gives its money
to the state to invest, it loses con-

ERIN CASSIDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

HSU widlife senior Lori Sismondo rides her bike up | Street. She

encourages all Arcatans to ride bikes instead of relying on cars.

Bike program stalled
despite $5,000 grant
Coast Air Quality Board given to

ll Insurance woes
have stymied efforts of
Arcata’s Bike Program.

insurance, a prerequisite of the

By Mike Camara

grant.

Arcata for this project will not be
made available to the Commu-

nity Bike Program because it lacks
“They hada written agreement

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

with an insurance company out

Coast Air Quality Board grantand

of Crescent City,” said Arcata’s
Transportation Superintendent

a lack of insurance,

the Arcata

Larry Pardi. “At the last minute

Community Bike Program con-

the insurance company backed

tinues to roll along.

out.”

Despite the absence ofa North

According to an Arcata City

unanimously Oct. 1 to give the

Council press release, the pro-

program a $5,000 grant.

gram was originally to be insured
through the city. When the program was denied coverage by the

$5,000 was set aside in

January when the council decided

to make the community bike program an official goal for the fiscal

looked fora local group to run the

year.

program and provide insurance

city’s insurance company the it

This followed the release of 35

coverage. -

bright green bicycles for public

ASSIST

use on Oct., 27.

“Tt was cool, I saw one right in

front of Westwood Market and
rode it to school,” George

.
turned

to Fraser,

Yamor, Jacob and Young Insur-

ance Agency in Crescent City for
their coverage.
Fraser,

Yamor, Jacob

and

Haroutunian, a biology senior at

Young planned to contract the

HSU said.
According to the Agency for

coverage out to the same insur-

ance company that the city uses

Sustainable Systems in Science

not knowing that the program had

and Technology (ASSIST), the

of being repaired and painted for

already been turned down.
According toan ASSIST press
release, the Arcata Community
Bike Program had received no
state or local government funding

the program.

prior to the $5,000 grant.

The bike project was originally
planned as a joint endeavor be-

funds for rent, bike parts and tools
have come from donations and
fund raising.

nonprofit organization administering the free bike project, there
are 40 more bikes in the process

tween ASSIST and the city of
Arcata.

A $13,500 grant from the North

involved in nuclear energy, nuclear

weapons or tobacco.
According to a report by Progressive Asset Management, a socially responsible investment firm
in Oakland, the state fund has investments in companies such as
General Motors Acceptance
Corp., Commonwealth Edison
and Mitsubishi.
General Motors Acceptance

partment ofDefense contractorand
among the top 10 defense contractors in Canada,” according to the
report.

The report said GM also deals
in nuclear weapons and has been
fined millions of dollars for environmental and safety violations.
One of its subsidiaries, Hughes

Aircraft, was found guilty of race
discrimination against one of its
employees, according to the report.
Commonwealth

Edison,

the

largest nuclear power plant operator in the country, is a California
Environmental Protection top 10
polluter and one of its nuclear
power stations was placed on the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s
list of problem facilities, the report
said.
And, according toa report commissioned by the Rainforest Action Network, a Mitsubishi affili-

ate named Eidai do Brasil Madeiras
S. A. is illegally harvesting timber
in the Brazilian Amazon forest.
“Arcata’s money is in hypocritical places,” Kirkpatrick said. “It’s

irresponsible to direct city money
this way.”
In January, the council decided

to study this issue individually and
atits meeting Nov. 19 it was scheduled to vote on a proclamation
written by Kirkpatrick requesting
“responsible investment of public
funds.”
The proclamation would have
set a goal for Arcata of pulling its
funds from corporations involved
in nuclear energy, nuclear weapons, the tobacco industry, poor
environmental policies or poor
human rights policies.
At the meeting, Kirkpatrick
moved to approve the proclamation, but none of the other council

members seconded the motion.
Kirkpatrick said MayorJim Test
was angry because of a San Francisco Chronicle article printed
Nov. 18 that implied the council
had already passed the proclamation.
“While I may be a supporter of
environmentally responsible investments, I don’t want a grand-

standing Green Party media project
See Investments, page 12

HSU professor Fairless ‘unsung hero’
of Arcata’s new youth skate park
By Barbara Cousins and
Michael Plett
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Arcata City Council voted
The

trol over where the money is invested.
Arcata citizens voted to support
independence from nuclear power
by passing Measure B in 1980.
Arcata passed an ordinance requiring the city to phase out investments in nuclear weapons contractors in 1988, and it passed an ordinance restricting smoking this year.
Yet some of Arcata’s money is
invested in corporations that are

Corp. “is the fourth largest De-

All

See Bikes, page

When the Arcata Skate Park
opens in January one ofits patrons
will be a little bit bigger and older

than the average skater.
“T will geta board and try out the
park,” said social work Professor
Ben Fairless, who teaches a class

about juvenile delinquency at

HSU.
Fairless is one of the “unsung
heroes” in the on-going effort to

bring a skate park to Arcata youth,
according to one of the park’s chief
supporters, Carol Heaslip.
“He was one of the few people
who said, ‘We’re going to build a
park,” said Heaslip, president of

the Humboldt Garden for Children. “He gave us a pep talk when
we lost faith. He practices what he
preaches.
“He’s been an inspiration to
me,” she added. “He really is a
social worker, not:just a professor
— he’s out there doing.”

Fairless first got involved with
the skate park three years ago, when

See Fairless, page 13

ERIN CASSIDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ben Fairless helped write grants and raise money for the Skate Park.
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¢ Computer paper, diskettes
ee
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|
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“I'm frustrated with Jason Kirkpatrick

meeting.

jumping the gun and sending out

_ The Arcata Service Center will provide

proclamations,” councilman Bob Ornelas said.
Kirkpatrick made no apologies for his

services for the homeless. Spokespeople for
the residents requested that the council look
into the empty lot on the corner of F and 7th

actions.

“Well, it’s obvious that I’m very impatient
and my colleagues feel rushed,” he said. “I’m
very happy to have written this.”
Kirkpatrick said he conducted his own
research and Progressive Assets Management

gave him the most information.
People usually pay hundreds of dollars for
the amount of information he received from
Progressive Assets Management, Kirkpatrick

streets, across from city hall.
_

~Fine vegetarian dishes
~Specialty gourmet pizzas and
calzones
a)

~Five micro~brews on tap as well as

many fine hand picked wines to
choose from.

Make

Your New

Year’s Eve

421 Third Street~Corner of Third &
Town~ Fureka
Open M-F Lunch 11:30am
Tue-Sun Dinner 4:00pm
444-8995

The council asked residents to put their

concerns in writing for answers to specific
questions. Councilwoman Hanan noted that
as of Nov. 19 the council had just a few
weeks to go until the Dec. 19 deadline to
identify a site in order to receive the

E~Old

Kesewations Kecommcaded

Ore

I

SO SS
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I
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$500,000 grant.
— Nora Whitworth

_Lumberjack Staff

How to contact council members:

Connie Stewart... Jason Kirkpatrick Mayor Jim Test. Bob Ormelas
269-0392

441-9976

4419846

269-0398

Jennifer Hanan
269-0394
MICHAEL PLETT / DESIGN CONSULTANT
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COLLEGE

PHOTO
GREETING

CARDS

|

Sundays:
Home study group

| meets at 1580 Giuntoli
7-8 pm
Mondays:
;
Student suppers
fat the Lutheran Church
of Arcata - 5:30 pm
2151 East 16th St.Arcata

Create 4" x 8" cards from
your negative, slide or print,
printed on Kodak's Royal
paper. Choose from

I2 custom

greetings. Envelopes included.
707-822-3155

* On

Sunday worship
9:30 am

the Arcata Plaza

For more information call Carl Stenzel

Campus Ministry Associate at 822-5117

Under New Management
« Leather Levis

Leather Lingerie

e Vamp Wear e

Body Piercing « Erotic Toys ¢ Oils & Lotions «
Artwork e Books, Videos & CDs

We offer the finest jewelry:
Gauntlet, Penumbra & Lucky
Piercing by John Lopez Body Piercing
442-5610
822-1702
Eureka
320 2nd Street

1731

Arcata
G St., Suite D

Imperiale Square
Northtown *
Open 7 days: Monday-Thursday. 12-8
Eade
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we

funds, but the rest of the council was upset he
presented the proclamation before the
_ Mlssue: Approval of a Municipal
council’s scheduled study session of the
Ordinance which defines the rights of
subject.
Complicating the issue is a false report in the patients who use marijuana for medicinal
purposes and their caregivers. The
San Francisco Chronicle that Arcata has hired
Ordinance gives guidelines for “growing and
Progressive Assets Management (a socially
using marijuana, including compensation for
responsible investment firm) in San Francisco.
medical cannabis cultivation or distribution
“| do not want to participate in a
grandstanding Green Party media experiment within the jurisdiction of the City of Arcata.”
_. Vote: 5-0. to approve. the ordinance.
with Arcata as the guinea pig,” Mayor Jim
_
Mi lssue: Approximately 20 residents of the
Test said.
neighborhood surrounding the proposed 513
Councilmembers were also upset with
K Street location for the Arcata Service
Kirkpatrick for going ahead with the
‘Center — the current site of the St. Vincent
proclamation without discussion with the
De Paul thrift store — were present at the
council.

—

socially responsible investments of public

~Fresh pasta, grilled steaks, chicken
and fresh fish

ae ee eee

establish a goal for Arcata to invest in socially
responsible companies.
Kirkpatrick has researched the issue of

Specializing In “Cal-Ital” Cuisine

ae

_ He said he would personally write
Progressive Management Assets a thank you
note for their time and request they no
longer send out press releases that list
Arcata as one of its clients.
_ Action taken: The council agreed to delay
discussion until the study session in
December.

@ Issue: Councilman Jason Kirkpatrick
distributed a proclamation which would

ae

said.
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Arcata Animal Hospital
DOGS

é

CATS

1701 Giuntoli Lane

BIRDS

o

Arcata

4 California

EXOTICS

* Continue

“The city would not
be responsible for
what ASSIST does
with the money. It is
just as if | gave

@ 95521

Wendy Lipman, D.V.M.

Jeri Oliphant, D.V.M.
«Surgery

«Medicine

«Dentistry
¢Vaccinations

¢Geriatrics
¢Boarding

Appointments: (707) 822-2402
—

someone money, |

ICHABOD’S BILLIARDS
e TWOFER TUESDAY _
TWO CAN SHOOT FOR PRICE
OF ONE - 7 P.M. TO CLOSE
e WACKY WEDNESDAY |

would not be
responsible for
what they did with
it.”
BRYAN GAYNOR
City Attorney

PROGRESSIVE BEER

SPECIALS FOR POOL PLAYERS
7-8 P.M. ALL BOTTLED BEER &

WINE $1
—_
|
e THURSTY THURSDAY |
$1 PINTS FOR POOL PLAYERS
7 P.M. TO CLOSE
e SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER
ALL PITCHERS $5 FOR POOL
PLAYERS - 7 P.M. TO CLOSE
“THE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOT”

615 5TH ST ¢ EUREKA ° 442-2989
21 AND OVER PLEASE!
vt

The press release also stated
that the lack of air quality board
aN

funding will not greatly affect the
program because two thirds of
the grant would have gone to pay
for the insurance.
:
City Attorney Bryan Gaynor

to

with Arcata (citizens) as the guinea
pigs,” Test said at the meeting.
Kirkpatrick said Test was angry
because he thought the article
could have been the result of secret
meetings or decisions made in advance by other council members.
“The truth is (the article) was
just

Humboldt Bank, for example, of-

fers a guaranteed 6.04 annual percentage rate for a $100,000 fiveyear investment.

Normally there isa fine the bank

charges if the money is withdrawn

early, but Chris Pastori, who works

in new accounts at Humboldt
Bank, said the bank would waive

misunderstanding,”

a

Kirkpatrick said.
Councilman Bob Ornelas said
with
“frustrated
was
he
(Kirkpatrick) jumping the gun on
this.”
Even though Ornelas spoke in

the early waithdrawal

penalty in

the case of a disaster or an emer-

gency.

Kirkpatrick said security of the

money would be a top priority.

“We would want to spread the

favor of the proclamation, he did

money

not second Kirkpatrick’s motion
because he said Kirkpatrick “procedurally went out on a limb.”

out (in different invest-

ments),” he said. “We don’t want
to increase our risks.”
There are many things Arcata
could do with its money.
It could invest some ofits money
on improving low-income hous-

Kirkpatrick said the other council members want to spend more
time studying the issue.
Councilwoman Jennifer Hannan

ing, for instance.

said, “I don’t think this is the time

“Ifwe could loan the money locally at 5.5 percent or better, maybe
we could improve low-income
housing,” Kirkpatrick said.

to take this on right now.”
On Dec. 15, there will be a pub-

means

just as if

vest locally.

gave someone money,

of the $13,500 North Coast Air

ARTISTIC

Most local banks offer interest
rates higher than 5.58 percent,

state fund, which it could then in-

According to Pardi, a portion

from

¢ Continued from page 9

the money,” Gaynor said. “It is

sible for what ASSIST does with

what they did with it.”

GIFT IDEAS

Investments: Money in nuclear weapons

rector of Humboldt Bay Housing
Development Corp., said the corporation would be intere:ted in
such a loan, because it usually gets
loans at 9.5 percent annually. This

said that by giving the money in
the form ofa grant the city would
not be responsible if a lawsuit
were to occur.
“The city would notbe respon-

I would not be responsible for

CREATIVE

a

lic meeting at 7 p.m. to discuss
socially responsible investing.
“The meeting is important because at it we will set policy and
deeide exactly what we want to
do,” Kirkpatrick said.
Arcata could decide to withdraw
some of the money invested in the

from its state investments, which

anyone will be able to use them,”

Pardi said.
The racks will be installed by

the city and will be covered by
the city’s insurance plan.

focuses specifically on building
low-income housing.
Kirkpatrick said investment
changes would buy him a clear
conscience.
“Transitioning the money to lo-

Kirkpatrick said Arcata gets an

for new bike racks in key loca-

that the corporation pays

9.5 percent of the amount it borrows, as wellas the original amount.
Humboldt Bay Housing Corp.

ing locally.
average of a 5.58 percent return

tions throughout the city.
“Theracks will not specifically
be used for the bike program,

Paula Mushrush, executive di-

It is possible that Arcata could
also make more money by invest-

Quality Board grant will be used

means that it earns 5.58 percent of
the amount invested every year.
There isalso no penalty for with-

cal needs should be our first prior-

ity. (The city council) needs to live
up to the demands of the citizens,”
he said.

drawing the state funds early.
“We need liquidity (which
means) that ifthere’s an earthquake
or some other emergency we will

be able to withdraw money without penalty,” Kirkpatrick said.
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* Continued from page 9
he was matched with a boy from
North Coast Big Brothers/Big Sisters who liked to skateboard. The
boy’s mother told Fairless about
Heaslip and her dream of building
a skate park.
Fairless soon became active in

Heaslip’s organization, Humboldt
Garden for Children. His role in

the skate park project has been
raising projects.
Fairless said that in his class he

iV

the

urges students to get involved with

est-

children inthe community. He said
at one time he was on many com-
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Fairless: ‘Backbone’ of skate park

grant writing as well as other fund‘the
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ee

missions dealing with children.
“T find it amusing and fun to
work with kids and see what they’ re

doing,” he said.
In addition to his work with chil-

dren, Fairless is also an advocate of
volunteering. He has worked to

keep roads fixed in his rural neighborhood and has participated ina
community play in Trinidad.
Fairless has a history of volun-

teering. His first job was with the
Red Cross. He said he joined the

organization because he wanted to
travel. He went to Hawaii, where

he worked at a Navy base.
Healso traveled to Haiti to work
ina village as a part of the Save the
Children Canada organization during the 1982-83 school year. He

visited the country again last summer and was disappointed to not
see much improvement.

“The U.S. has made pledges to
restore democracy,” he said. “It is

olo-

a hard-luck country. It doesn’t get

rlor-

a lot of help from the outside.”

arthshine

He came to Humboldt County
about 30 years ago. Fairless said he
loves Humboldt County, especially the ocean. He said he enjoys
wind surfing and sailing.
One of the first things he did
when he became a part of the HSU
community was help the Y.E.S.
program gets its first house in 1968.
He was also the director of Y.E.S.
One of Fairless’ large projects is
the Juvenile Hall Recreation Program. He and students from HSU
go to Juvenile Hall to play games

Hie Steet

Fairless, the senior member in

SPIER RU

his department, does not receive
nor seek a lot of attention for his
work.

lous person he is,” Heaslip said.
“Ben never gets mentioned and is

the backbone of the (skate park)
project.
“He doesn’t toot his own horn,”
she added. “He is very modest.”
Through the years Fairless has
developed a philosophy on how to

deal with children.
“Kids are creative and have to

.
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learning their own ways.”
Fairless knows from experience;

“They need to figure out what’s
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NORTHTOWN BOOKS

Docents will be on hand to staff the
terminal at various times, and the

terminal may only be used when q

docent

is available.

A schedule

will be posted at the Internet station, which is located behind the
reference desk.

A $1.50 per halfhour fee will be

KEEPING THE INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORE
Re Pac
STUY tO Ba

charged to cover the cost of the
network connection. Patrons un-

der the age of 18 will require a

New books & periodicals. + Special orders

signed parental permission slip.

of books, CD: roms & books on tape

If the internet project is a success, the Humboldt County Library System hopes to expand it to

CC Ree Umm) CC A
MSNA
with Friday evening hours ‘til 9 p.m.

OPA ALOU RPS

the branch libraries.

Mead

ONC NMR

MESA/BOOGIE,
The Spirit of Art in Technology

Arcata man stabbed,

killed during altercation
At 12:03 a.m. last Wednesday
night Arcata police officers responded

to several 911 calls re-

porting a possible stabbing.

We

Officers responding to the scene
located and 18-year-old male suffering from a stab wound to the
chest. Officers and bystanders performed CPR on the victim, 18-

have

DOUBLED

our inventory of

year-old Christopher McMannus.
The victim was then transported
to Mad River Hospital by paramedics. He was pronounced dead

Guitars

& Amps

Come in and meet
he

new

—

manager

he's an HSU HSU student!
stud

e's an

Tt

al

a short time later.
Arcata resident Scott Edward
Gardner, 31, was taken into cus-

tody at the scene. According to a

C St. Eureka
2n& d

police report, a preliminary inves-

449-3190

pute involving other subjects, and

1435 5th Street * Eureka

443 -— 9737

tigation revealed McManus and
Gardner were involved in a dis-

Free

Delivery
or To Go

11th & K * Arcata

(822-4841)
We accept credit cards
for delivery & pick-up

|
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“
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14” Large - $2 off
16” Family - $3 off
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the victim was stabbed during the

aan

helps reduce yard waste

dispute.

Gardner was booked
Humboldt

Free brush drop off

County

into the

Correctional

Facility for suspicion of homicide.

Investigators would like to talk
with any witnesses of the crime.
Witnesses are asked to call the

Arcata Police Department at 8222428.

North Coast Quality Compost
is offering its services to those who
‘want to dispose of brush and
woody yard waste.
The service is free to Arcata residents who bring a current city of
Arcata utility bill.
NCQCis open Wednesdays and
Sundays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information, call 822-

County Library provides
public Internet access
A pilot Internet project will provide limited access for the public at

the Humboldt County Library at
1313 Third St. in Eureka.
The Humboldt Community Information Networkis providing the
service to the library. The equipment and software has been donated for the pilot project, which
will be staffed by volunteers.
An Internet terminalis now available for use on a reservation basis.

8184.

Child care food program
offeres reimbursement
Northcoast Children’s Services
has announced it will continue to

sponsor the Child Care Food Program.
The program provides reimbursement to sponsoring organizations who serve food to children.
The amount of disbursement depends on family income.
Organizations involved in the
program include Head Start centers in Humboldt and Del Norte
counties, Salmonberry, Manilaand
Blue Lake preschools, Children of
the Redwoods Infant and Toddler
Center and Preschool and Smith
River Preschool.
All chilldren who attend these

centers will receive free meals. No
child will be discriminated against
because of race, color, national
origin, age, sex or handicap.
For more information, contact

the Northcoast Children’s Services
at 822-7206.
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CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
TRIN CASSIDY
Christa Harrison, station manager of KRFH, kicks off another song for the morning listeners.

ADAMT
—
Art senior Maryann Six creates what will be a bronze candle holder

16
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SAINT INNOCENT
ORTHODOX CHURCH
Divine Liturgy
Vespers

Sun.
Sat.

10:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

VISITORS WELCOME!
939 F St.* Eureka
443-2099

Arcata 1 exoto
¢ Fast Friendly Service
° Al Quality
Students Welcome
Darkroom Supplies and Accessories

B&W and Color Printing on Premises

aacavs 826-1971
10% Student Discount

zs

ERIN CASSIDY/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Free, Confidential Family Planning Services
_#
oo
To Qualified Women
Call Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
s

s

|
o:

ERIN CASSIDY /CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Studio art freshman Tomas Cortez starts a chalk | Let the sparks fly. Studio art senior Cynthia
portrait of James Dean in art class on Monday.

Hall sands down a metal sculpture of a cow.

G

for information about how you may he eligible
for the new PACT Program 442-5709

Pregnancy Testing and Counseling, Birth Control Clinics,
HIV Testing, also Vasectomy and Abortion Services

(J

Six Rivers
Planned Parenthood
2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka
www.humboldtl.com~ppeureka/index.htm
442-5709

ERIN CASSIDY/ CHIEF PHOTOGR APHER

Hot off the press. Osprey staff members, (from left) Tammy McCarthy, Stephanie Dueser, Michelle
Teets and Less Kamm, unload the campus magazine into the journalism office for distribution.

After Study Hall Special
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and Come to the Pantry

Try Our Appetizer Combo

THE VILLAGE

With Deep Fried Breaded Cheese Sticks, Onion
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REDWOOD ANIMAL
HOSPITAL

3

\

F

Neal R. Winnacott, D.V.M.
Full Service Small Animal Hospital
¢
¢
¢
¢

Medicine
Surgery
Dentistry
Baths/Dips

*
¢
¢
*

Vaccinations
Spay/Neuter
Supplies
Boarding

VACCINATION CLINICS EWERY SATURDAY 12 10 1PM

839-9414
1781 Central Ave. Kigmlnteyoile

Bring in this ad for 50% off your first office visit!
(For HSU students, faculty & alumni)

ADAMCONIEY/LUMBERJACK STAFF

Art junior Anthony Johnson (right), Dennis Macomber, lead groundskeeper | for housing and dining services
(center), and Mark Morin, social sciences senior, assemble an irrigation pipe near Jolly Giant Commons.
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PHOTO COURTESY OF GREYBOY RECORDS

Greyboy Allstars’ members from left: Zak Najor, Karl Denson, Elgin Park, Robert Walter, Chris Stillwell. Denson, who plays saxaphone, has toured with Lenny Kravitz.
tured in sports videos from Quick-

By Frank Vella
CAMPUS EDITOR

The independently-run record
label lost its charm a few years ago

when everyone from Nine Inch
Nails to Madonna
les of corporate
started their own
dized, of course,

shed the shackdominance and
labels — subsiby the major la-

bels that originally signed them.
One band which has redefined the
meaning of independent label is
the jazz-funk quintet the Greyboy
Allstars.
The Allstars have gone from
forming to play at a CD release
party in 1993 to running its own
label with DJ] Greyboy, who co-

founded the band with saxophonist Karl Denson.
MTV Sports and ESPN have
used Greyboy tracks as back-

ground music for programming
and its music has also been fea-

silver, Casio and Billabong.
Allstars songs have been used in
soundtracks for several Hollywood
films, including “Get Shorty.” The
band just recently finished scoring
the soundtrack to another upcoming movie, titled “Zero Effect.”

The Greyboy Allstars have done
all this in four years through a regimen of extensive touring and hard
work. The fact that the band members did it on their own makes the
success all the sweeter.
Hailing from San Diego, the
Allstars roots lie in the friendship
between Andreas Stevens (a.k.a DJ
Greyboy) and Karl Denson, who
plays saxophones, flutes and percussions for the group.
The two met while Denson was
touring as the saxophonist for
Lenny Kravitz. When Stevens was

set to release his debut CD
“Freestylin’,” he called on Denson

Concert Information

According to Park, the indi-

and a few friends to play at the CD
release party. Those friends included drummer Zak Najor, bass-

vidual musical interests of band
members have also contributed to
the band’s sound.
Walter’s influence shows in the
band’s use of samples and electronic sounds. Najor’s interest in
reggae and rhythm and blues and
Stillwell’s fascination with a wide
range of music are also clear in the
group’s songs.
“This band is about an appre-

ist Chris Stillwell, keyboardist

ciation of influences,” Park said.

When: Sunday, 8 p.m.
Where: Kate Buchanan Room

Ticket Prices: $15 general, $10
students

Robert Walter and guitartist Elgin
Park. The Allstars were born.
DJ Greyboy has not done anything creatively with the Allstars
for three years, but he has been

largely responsible for educating
band members on many musical
genre via his vast collection of
records. In a telephone interview
from San Diego, Park said the band
looks to DJ Greyboy as a mentor

and a “musical Library.”

“It’s definitely not straightahead, traditional jazz,” Denson

said in a press release. “We're a
boogaloo band more than anything
else.
“I think the whole boogaloo
thing is really obscure to most
people. None of the other so-called
acid jazz bands have picked up on

it.”
Jazz musicians across the nation
have hailed the Greyboy Allstars

as the next big thing.

Fred Wesley, a jazz legend who
performed with the band on its
debut CD “West Coasi Boogaloo,”
said “their new music is an excit-

ing next step in the progress of
black music” in the liner notes of

the Greyboy’s latest, “A Town
Called Earth.”
“We’ve gotten the respect of the

original jazz players,” Park said.
“We're a new
sound.”

energy

to that

The jazz quintet has kept busy
since forming by playing countless
dates in San Diegoas wellas around

the country.
Park said San Francisco has been
the site forsome
of the band’s more
consistently good shows, but he

also has enjoyed playing shows in.
New

York

City, Colorado

and

Vermont.

See Greyboy, page 22
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icked garden

ge town is setting for murder
“Midnight in the Garden of Good and
Evil”
Warner Brothers Pictures
Directed by Clint Eastwood, punk
Lead Actors:

John Cusack, Kevin Spacey
Kk

By Michelle Teets
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Think a movie with a well-planned
storyline, incredible characters and great
directing is just a dream? Then
“Midnight in the Garden of
Goodand Evil” isadream come

him a tuxedo to wear to the party.
It does not take long for Kelso to realize
that the people of Savannah are much more
eccentric than New Yorkers. After all, how

;

often do New Yorkers walk invisible dogs
on leashes?
At the party everything goes wonderfully.
Kelso is introduced to some of the most
affluent people in Savannah and has a great
time.
Knowing that he has plenty of information for his story, he decides to fly back to
New York the next day.
But when the party ends the real
story begins.

4
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, William’s

true.
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¥

nah, Ga. to cover a lavish

party thrown by Jim Will- ©

Kelso meets with Williams to discuss the
story and soon understands what Southern
hospitality means. Williams does everything

John Kelso (John Cusack) is a magazine writer who is sent to cover a lavish party.
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Kelso decides to scrap the story about the
party and write a book about the murder
instead.
With a little detective work Kelso uncov-

Sunday, January 25
Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm
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to make Kelso feel at home. He even delivers
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’ mansion in a drunken
rage. Gunshots are fired and
William’s lover lies dead
on a Persian rug.
After finding out

from New York to Savan- (§

1ams (Kevin Spacey).
Williams, a wealthy antiques dealer, owns
the Mercer House, which is one of the most
notable mansions in Savannah.
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“The Sex in Question” is a play
about transexuality which also explores other issues of physical and
mental sexuality.
Most people, although curious
about what living as someone of
the opposite sex would be like, are

relatively satisfied with the body
they have been given.
Transsexuals are people who
have sex change operations because they feel their physical bodies do not match who they feel they
are as a person.
“The Sexin Question” was writ-

ten by Margaret Kelso, HSU theater arts professor. The idea for
writing a play about transsexuals
was formed after Kelso meta transsexual.
The script she wrote was an opportunity for her to explore the
feelings she had about the person
and the issue of transsexuality.
Kelso said when she started the
play the script was more serious
than the end result being performed.

“I changed it to a more light-

J Play takes lighthearted

approach to sexual issues

When: December 4 to 13,
8 p.m.
Where: Gist Theater

Ticket Prices: $6 general, $2
students and seniors ($3.50
December 5,6,12 and 13)
hearted play because the issue is

hard,” Kelso said. “It deals with
identity.

“T didn’t want it to be a ‘heavywho-am-!’ play. I created it to be

entertaining first with a message
second.”
Kelso did extensive research on

the subject before writing the play,
which she has been writing “on
and off” for about 10 years.
She said there is information in

the play about operations, hormones

and other medical

issues

DEIRDRE ROSS/LUMBERJACK

relevant to transsexuals.
Kelso said the plot is a series of
stories that are woven into each

other. They center on the main
character, Tieri, who is a man pre-

paring to undergo a sex change.
The

character’s

name

comes

from the figure in Greek mythol-

ogy, Tierisius, who lived as botha
man and a woman.

.

Tieri is played by an actress.
Kelso said men and women audi-

tioned for the play and gender was
never an issue in deciding who
would be cast in the part.
“J wanted to present a complex
issue,” Kelso said. “How do you

define what a woman is?
“Are you willing to say ‘yes, that

person is just like me?”
See Gender Bender, page 24
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Anchorsteam on Tap !
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Victoria Kelly, who plays the character Tieri, gets adjustments made to her androgynous costume.
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Greyboy

* Continued from page 20
ers evidence that the investigators chose to ignore.
He meets some of the most interesting characters in the
movie. Two that stick out in particular are a transvestite
named Lady Chablis (played by the real-life Lady Chablis) and a voodoo priestess named Minerva (played by

Irma P. Hall).

"

“Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil” is Clint
Eastwood's 20th film as a director and his experience definitely shows. At almost three hours long, the movie takes
the time to develop the characters and the plot well.
The movie revolves around the fascinating characters,

with all of it seen from Kelso’s point of view. This makes
it that much more interesting.
Another interesting fact is that almost all of the characters were based on real people who lived in Savannah.
They are all so eccentric that it is almost unbelievable
these people actually existed.
The acting in this movie was good.
Lady Chablis, who is not an actor by trade, did a
fabulous job as the flamboyant transvestite. She was a
definite scene stealer and provided most of the humorin
the film.
Of course, John Cusack and Kevin Spacey
turned in great performances. However, they
¥ were sometimes overshadowed by the talent

_ of lesser-known actors.

PHOTO COURTESY OF
WARNER BROTHERS

'

")

“Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil”

ge
shows that all a movie needs to be successful is a
~
# creat script, talented actors and Clint Eastwood as
the director.
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Arcata’s Choice For Great Food
We serve great food in a fun and friendly
atmosphere. Check out our happy hour M-F 4-6 pm,
Weekends 2-4 pm, Monday nights — all night happy hour.

AND DON’T MISS:
Sat Dec 6th:
Sun

Dec 7th:

Cardboard Cowboys
Mick Overman
original acoustic rock
from Santa Cruz

Sat Dec

13th:

Sun Dec 20th:
Sat Jan 3rd:

Sarl kets
Sat Jan }7th:

Mike Craghead
Furious George & the
Great Pandini
Mike Craghead
Elin Téa
The Old Dog
SEGA A CRASS

Sat Jan 24th:
Sat Jan 3 Ist:

OA

Mike Craghead
Good Company

Music starts Sat..at 9pm & Sun. at 8:30 ‘ULE

82 sunny brae center « arcata
Open 7 days

Latest dinner in town!

A

* Continued from page 19
Park said while there is downside to touring, for the

most part he enjoys it. He said the mostly college-aged

crowds have kept the band feeling and thinking young.
“It’s nice to see the audience grow,” he said. “It’s nice
to see the band grow.”
Park’s interest in jazz began when he was attending UC
Berkeley. He recalled frequenting Nikki’s Barbecue in
the Haight District, where he would catch local jazz and
funk acts.

“Twas floored by the tones and the style of the music,”
he said.
Park took what he liked about jazz and some of his

favorite things about rock with him when he joined the

Allstars.

He said it was this understanding of both styles of

music that has allowed the Greyboys to put on the type

of live shows it is known for.
About 90 percent ofa Greyboy Allstars show is improvisation, according to Park. The band uses basic bluesbased structures and works outward from that.

Park said that when a song seems to focus ona certain
instrument or solo, the other members of the band work
around that player but never detract from his work.

“We listen to each other and compliment (on each

other’s playing),” he said.

Park said he is into “out-of-control” players and that is

why he especially enjoys the Allstars.

“It’s an awesome experience,” he said. “We feel fortu-

nate to be playing together.”

$150
FREE

T-SHIRT

1998

Arts & Music¢ FESTIVAL NEEDS ARTISTS
TO CREATE THIS YEAR’S POSTER!
THIS POSTER WILL BE FEATURED IN ALL
1998 ARTS & MUSIC FESTIVAL PROMOTIO
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98
PLACE? UNIVERSITY CENTER QUAD
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DUE
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MORE
INFO OR
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19TH AT THE CLUBS OFFI
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DETAILS, CALL 6770624
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sure to please the eardrums of any

lesin
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am the gum on your shoes, Jam the

knee in your groin, I am the fly in

your soup, I am the home of your
loin.”
Another song with unusual lyrics 1s “Not so manic now.” The
lyrics are so different that it is difhicult to decipher what the song is
about. “You endeavored as a
psycho, just to push, and whilst
lifting and throwing to the wall, no
puny structure of an aging oap.”
The listener needs a dictionary
just to understand what some of
these words mean.
While the lyrics are new and inventive, the music doesn’t particularly stand out. A lot of it is sounds
pretty generic, like many alternative bands are these days. Dubstar
tries to utilize other instruments
besides guitar, drums, and key-

Pink Floydish

tune by

Steven Drozd.
Stephen Perkins from Jane’s
Addiction brings in an abstract

tribal beat with his drums in “Monkey in Brazil.” Banging on a piece
ofmetal to producea warped sound
gives the song a “far out” feeling.
The Dan Peters Combo asks
“Do You Remember Walter?” in
an upbeat instrumental

The “Snake And Mongoose”

=
a

pases}
oa
i]

i——J
=

——]
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“Wrong Number.”

the executive producer of the CD,
has a Beastie Boys’ “Pow” sound
to it with strong repetition and
congo beats.
The album continues to take a
trip into the primal urges that are
best expressed through drums.

The new release is the only track
on the album that lacks the substance and creativity found in most
Cure songs. It is a promotional
song for the record which resembles the synthesized music
from the U2 “Zooropa” album.
The band has compiled its up-

Alexis Fleisig starts with a big

beat trademark songs, “Friday I’m

band beat and then goes experi-

In Love” and “Just Like Heaven”
on the album with melancholy
songs like “Pictures of You” and
“Lullaby.” The album is a perfect
combination of slow-moving melodies and upbeat tempos that flow
smoothly for 73 minutes.

song by Brian Reitzell, who is also

mental witha monster
voice groaning in the back. A voice repeats “I
have very beautiful lips” and the
title “Don’t Ruin Me Gorgeous”
begins to have an abstract meaning.
Tribal, alternative, experimen-

tal and industrial merge, leaving

The Cure has often been associated with alternative imaginative

board, such as the viola and the

the ears astounded at the variety of
sounds it has heard on one album.

trumpet, but it is hardly even no-

That is not to say that the music is

ticeable in the songs.
“Goodbye” is at least worth a

limited to such titles.
“flyin’ traps” will throw any
music nitpicker out the window
and
satisfy
quests
for
revolutionization of the air waves
with new sounds. Hollywood

Keyboards, guitars and synthesizers are used to acquire the
unique sound that is difficult to
replicate.

Records did a good job on this

adds horns,

one.

strong bass line that fits perfectly

listen, even if the music is less-

than-original-sounding. The interesting lyrics alone make this album
enjoyable, and maybe Dubstar will
say “hello” to some new fans because of it.

— Abigail

— Michelle Teets

ductions.

“Galore - The Singles

Hollywood Records

The Cure

1997”.

a
Like a kid at a potluck sampling
every dish, the listener is provided
with a giant paper plate in the form
of the “flyin’ traps” CD.

|
!

2

PoBox

1987-

Elektra Entertainment

“Galore” by the Cure offers the
best 10 years of its music with 17
classic singles and a new release,

On the Gazebo, Old Town
|
2nd & F Street 425 Snug Alley
Bayshore Mall
Eureka, CA 95501

6562,

Eureka,

CA

9550.

Not Your Average Video Store ...
We feature a unique selection of films that
you won’t find anywhere else, in addition to
a complete selection of contemporary hits.

.

Wildwood
Music

“Close to Me” is a song which
tambourines

1027

and a

Robert Smith powerfully sings, “I
Flyin’ Traps”
Various Artists

EXPERIENCE

music. Smashing Pumpkins and
the Cardigans have named Smith
influential in their own music pro-

with the lyrics. The lead singer

Hudson-Crim

VIDEO

never thought this day would end/
I never thought tonight could ever
be this close to me.”
Many of the songs speak of a
universal longing for a love and a
cure for heartache. Smith’s enticing voice proclaims, “I'll keep on
See Rants, page 24
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dreamy

AL DGG

of

music.
Led by lead singer Sarah
Blackwood, Dubstar’s lyrics deal
with everything from the death ofa
friend to a young person’s view of
the future.
The song “I will be your girlfriend” contains some of the most
interesting lyrics on the album: “I

Kong Action

Dubstar’s
newest
album
“Goodbye”
is an interesting
mix of

CALL 923-2513 OR WRITE TO
PO BOX 135, REDWAY, CA 95560
WWW.KMUD.ORG

well-rounded kid or listener.
The 15 track CD starts out with
some “alternative” rock beats and
then goes into a surf tune called
“Noodles.” It progresses into a

e Hong

Records

original lyrics and not-so-original
his
he

88.3 FM iN ARCATA/EUREKA
FOR A FREE PROGRAM GUIDE

Rentals ¢ Quality Documentaries

29

Dubstar
PolyGram

A collection ofgreat stereo drum
songs dish out a variety of songs

DVD

IC
in
nd

“Goodbye”
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KMUD GIVES YOU
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I Street

Arcata,

CA 95521

Many Musical.Gifts under $15
Guitars, Banjos, Mandolins, Horns
BOOKS ** VIDEOS ** GIFT CERTIFICATES

ELECTRONICS & ACCESSORIES
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Open

Mon-Sat

10:30-5:30, Sundays

11-4
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Gender Bender: Band performs during play

1300 CENTRAL AVE. * McKINLEYVILLE + 839-7950

FRIDAY
DECEMBER

MONDAYS
5

Open Mic Acoustic
Talent Night
Players receive 10% discount
on dinner
$5 Pitchers 8-10p.m.

THROW YOUR NEXT PARTY
SIX RIVERSBirthdays,BREWERY!
at (Christmas,
etc ...)

9
198

Call for reservations!
TUESDAY: Piano Jazz with Anthony Sanger
WEDNESDAY: Live Jazz
THURSDAY:

“Ellis Island” - Multicultural Rock

SUNDAY: “Good Medicine” - Acoustic duo
eC eae AMC)
aD
the Jerry Garcia Band (Early show, no cover)

The play also explores the idea
that an individual’s physical body
is not necessarily indicative of who
they are mentally.
“Are we our bodies?” Kelso said.
“Our culture assumes we are our
bodies.
“] really wonder about that. It’s
a pretty radical idea when you think
aboutit. Think aboutall the money
and pain people go through (to
alter their bodies). This is not a
transsexual

story. It’s everyone

song “High.”
“Galore” highlights the Cure’s
musical journey that resembles

reflects the creative enduring talent of the members.
“Galore” is an impressive energy-filled record sure to keep

the character’s instrument talks,”

disasters and climaxes.
“These are all characters that

that character comes on stage.
“Fach time a person comes out,

the backing band.
“It uses music as a communica-

tive device,” he said. “It tuyns it
into a language device. I really like

the live music makes

lems fixed.”

“The Sex in Question” opens
on Dec. 4 and runs through Dec.

13. It will be performed in Gist
Theater at 8 p.m.
General admission to all performances is $6. On Dec. 4, 7, 10 and

unique. Gustefson is a member of
the cast.

11, admission for students and senior citizens is $2. On Dec. 5,6, 12
and 13,admission
for students and
senior citizens is $3.50.

“The

ments

monologues

behind

have instru-

them,”

she said.

Las Vegas.
The assortment ofnew-age-jazz-

disco memories towards the lis-

mutated-soul songs flow over the

Unfortunately, the listener

ears and onto blue suede shoes.
Recorded

in

London,

Vibraphonic fuses together alight,
easy-listening album of melodies
that cross generations.

tener.

must then be subjected to “Hit
The Floor” which adds the
words, “when the music starts

you know everything will be
OK.” It would probably be so if
only she had not started singing

Instrumentals, which account
for five songs on the CD, are the

what everyone in the history of

group’s strong point.

R&B has sang.

The first song, “The Rough

The final song, “Keep On

With The Smooth,” takes the lis-

Movin’,” starts out with a tune

tener to cloud nine and away from
the dentist’s office and the novocaine settingin. But the next two

that is a tribute to the guy for-

merly knownas Prince witha
of funk thrown in.

bit

Dancers will““keep on movin”

back from white fluff to trite lyrics

Get ready to grooveina plush
four
door
sedan
with

use ofaxylophone, giving the songs
a bit of funk and that lightness that
floats the music up into the ears.
“(It’s A) Vibe Vibe” is really kind

only if this really is the background music to an erotic scene
and they are getting at least $100
that night.
All in all this album is not too
bad, Vibraphonic definitely has
talentand is onto something. But

and a failed attempt to sound like
Stevie Wonder.
The instrumentals involve heavy

Vibraphonic’s “On a Roll.” It
reeks of cocktails and the opening act for David Copperfield at

of a fun instrumental

what thatis, remains to be heard.

— Abigail Hudson-Crim

that wafts

Ashland Winter Getaways

Fresh local noodles « Take out

at Discount Prices

»Great neighbors - Folks from
everywhere between Akasaka

How’s this for a deal!
You get a discount on your

and Azuza

favorite winter sport and
a spacious cottage

822-1909

people can relate to. Tieri is the
only one having her sexual prob-

the play

and on the bus line

Street

the role of Tieri.”

songs’ vocals will bring anyone

»Just a walk from everything

455 Union

(the rest of the cast) all reflected in

“On A Roll”
Vibraphonic
Hollywood Records

»Complete control of your
own private space

Come Take a Look!

als specifically, but gender issues

Rants: CD reeks of cocktails and Las Vegas

— Heather Crosby

[$200 deposit + $275 rent]

“It doesn’t deal with transsexu-

“It’s a story of a sex change,”
Stockwell said. “But four other
characters are going through sexual

Ilana Gustefson, an interdisciplinary studies senior, agrees that

their fans wanting more.

Just $475 to move in

agree that to say the play is simply
about transsexuality is limiting.

an instrument that is played when

Every character in the play has

it’s not gross and there are no foul
words.
“The transsexual story 1s a starting place to explore our relationship with our bodies.”
Kelso said there is a lot of entertainment value in the play due to a

some rough spots, but the album

Bargain!

lenging.”
Stockwell, Gustefson and Rouse

ingeneral,” Gustefson said. “We're

that aspect.”

The road for the band has had

Arcata’s Great Housing

“That makes it exciting and chal-

of the music. He created the set as
well.

and sexual stories. It’s not dirty,

the song, “Fascination Street.”

Coloay Tua

nior, also wrote and arranged some

said Zachary Rouse, a theater arts
junior. Rouse plays saxophone in

holding youinmyarms so tightly/
I’llnever let you slip away” in the

ww

sic composed by her and her collaborator There arealso traditional
songs like Lou Reed’s “Walk on
the Wild Side.”
Dan Stockwell, a theater arts se-

else’s story. It’s our story about
our sexual bodies.”
Kelso emphasized that the play
is not very shocking.
“] think it’s a little sexy,” Kelso
said. “There are little sexual jokes

¢ Continued from page 23

NOW ON TAPS EI Nifio Spiced Holiday Ale

live, four-piece band playing mu-

with kitchen

Oak Street. Cottages
Families and grottps welcome!
Call for rates and reservations

541-488-3778
Box

1169 ¢ Ashland, Oregon

97520

and fireplace.
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¢ Continued from page 21

Now serving sushi at the Depot!
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it to opponents

Senior Sean McCartney

plays solid ‘D’ for ‘Jacks
By Noah Bulwa

“Sean has become an

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Sean McCartney sticks like glue
to opponents.

“Sean has become an awfully
good defender,” HSU

head bas-

ketball coach Tom Wood said. “He
can cover the other team’s best
player.”
In his final season as a Lumberjack, McCartney —a6-foot-4-inch
forward — adds tough defense to
an inexperienced squad.
McCartney, a 21-year-old history senior, played baseball as well
as basketball at Tracy High School.
While at Tracy, he became the
school’s all-time leading scorer.
McCartney came to HSU in
1994. His parents had attended
HSU

when

he was

a child, so

McCartney was familiar with the
area. His goal was to play college
basketball, and he soon impressed

Wood.
“He’s pretty much a complete
player,” Wood said.
McCartney has played in each of
the past four seasons, working his
way toward starter status. On Dec.
30, 1994, he scored a career-high

awfully good
defender. He can
cover the other

team’s best player.”
TOM WOOD
head coach

17 points against-Chico State. He
said the coaching staff has helped
improve his game.
“When I was in high school I
was

only a scorer,” McCartney

said. “The coaching staff has
helped me develop my defense.”
McCartney is ready for the spotlight since becoming a permanent
starter.

“I’m looking forward to playing
quite a bit my senior season,” he
said. “Hopefully, things will happen.”
McCartney said that his best attribute is his hustle.

“Hustling helps me with rebounding and scoring,” he said.

See McCartney, page29

STEPHEN KRAYNICK / LUMBERJACK STAFF

STEPHEN KRAYNICK / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Sean McCartney looks for the inlet pass, left, and practices his jump shot during drills last week.
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Scrumming like the guys
Mi HSU women’s rugby
club is out to prove
rugby is not just for men.
By Ben Fordham
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“hy.

‘

If there is anyone left who still
thinks all women are frail and

‘WE PLAY EXCITING:

dainty,

HIGH STAKES INDIAN BINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY

a

=)

vee.

WINCARS, CASH & PRIZES

...
,
ae"

opener.
In just its second semester, the
club sport gives women a chance
to play the physically and mentally
demanding sport of rugby.
“A lot of people say, ‘Oh, you
play women’s rugby? Do you play
touch?’ No. We playjustas hard as
the men,” oceanography/biology
senior Summer Nastich said.
The club originated when Kristie
Schornburg, who had been hang-

chniovke
1 MILE

SOUTH ON

i

“3@CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!

SCENIC

Pe

{DRIVE

SPECIAL & NO-LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21," OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS

TRINIDAD

EXIT

‘VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGESSIVE JACKPOTS
NICKELS TO DOLLAR MACHINES
HUNGRY?
DEL! DINER OPENS DAILY @ 11 AM

ARCATA

ing out with the men’s rugby team,

OPEN:
7 DAYS -Wed. 11 a.m. (24 hours) - Sun. 2 a.m.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF KATIE FAY

asked them why there wasn’t a
women’s team.
“We started putting out fliers
and got people togetherand started
practicing,” the kinesiology senior
said. “This semester it’s really
taken off.”
Schornburg said that the men’s

Lumberjack Katie Fay, center with solid sleeves, jumps for the ball
during a lineout in a match against Universty of Nevada-Reno.

FREE

|

gear
Closed

the women’s

rugby team should be an eye-

(101 NORTH)

BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO

watching

COLLEGE

RING

See Rugby, page 27
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Rugby
* Continued from 26

| “Rugby really isn’t
about battering each

club has been very supportive. In
fact, one woman, Erin Springer,
had already been playing with the
men for two years.
“They were very encouraging to

other.”
SUMMER NASTICH

come out and check it out,” said
Lisa Corchelia, an undeclared

rugby player

stie

sophomore.
Women’s rugby is not a sport
isolated to just Humboldt county.
Actually, rugby is the fastest growing women’s sport in the NCAA
andthe HSU team is hoping tojoin
a league that is being organized by
the Stanford women’s rugby coach.
UC Berkeley, Santa Clara, Sacramento Stateand Reno are among
the schools starting women’s rugby
clubs which could compete in the
new league.
Being part ofaleague could help
financially, because the men’s and
women’s teams could travel to-

ng-

gether, said coach Mike Davis. It

game and |
often it can
But for the
the strategy

and the skill and the ball movement.”

She said she also likes the challenge of it.

“You acquire a certain level of
fitness and skill. You’re

could also spread interest and add
credibility to the sport.
“Our men’s team is ranked fifth
in the nation. Maybe our year will
come when we'll be ranked fifth in

the nation,” said Wendy Parks, a

setting

goals for yourself, and then trying
to reach those goals. ”
Parks said rugby also helps her
out in everyday life.
“Tt pushes me. [tmakes me more
determined to do things,” she said.
“A ftera good day atpractice 1 know

THE SIRE

0 runin the second half. The Jacks

beat the Banana Slugs 70-58.
Sean McCartney contributed 11
points and had a team-high 12 rebounds to lead the Jacks.
Chris Gordon and Dave
Demyan scored 12 points off the
bench.

‘Jacks can’t pirate win
against stubborn Raiders
The women’s

basketball team

dropped its record to 3-3 with a
hard-fought loss against Southern

Oregon.
HSU’s Erin Bishop scorched the

liberal studies senior.

P’ve pushed myselfto the limit and

Davis, who coaches the team
along with Erin Stack, said that

that makes me able to push myself
more in everyday stresses.” |
Along with being a good workoutandamental challenge, though,
the members
of the women’s rugby

game out of reach with seven free

team said it is just plain fun.

throws near the end of the game.

day is not too far away.
“They’re learning really fast,”
he said. “They’re going to be a
force to reckon with around the

Raiders for 21 points in the 80-74
loss.
The

game-was

close through-

out, but Southern Oregon put the

825-/656

eR)
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T-Shirt with $25+ purchase
HUMBOLDT HATS - SWEATS & T-SHIRTS
Hockey Jerseys, 49er Super Bowl Hats
Humbolat Crabs Gear, Fishing Designs

Polar Fleece Vests, Sea Visions, Snow Boarding
ALL MUST GO!!!

Corner of 10th & I St. Arcata
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‘The men’s basketball team broke
open a tight contest against UC
Santa Cruz on Saturday witha 13-
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Slug-gish Santa Cruz

Butsome mightask why a bunch
ofseemingly normal women would
want to go outand batter each other.
“Rugby really isn’t about battering each other,” Nastich said. “The
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HSU’s own 3-point bomber

FELICIDADES

Wi Guard's stellar defense

Experience the Holidays
with Los Bagels

compliments long-range
offensive threat.

Fruit Cake

By Stephen Kraynick

ee

Huckleberry Bread

Menorahs & Candles

a

T-Shirts & Mugs
Jalapeno Bagels Children’s Book
Recipes & Lore Cookbook
Sauce

a

Larrupin’

ee a

a

Dreidels & Geldt

River Jams

a

Mexican

a

Mad

a

Fresh Juices
Coffee

a

a

Sticky Buns
Knishes
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Teresa Farmer’s intesity lights
the Lumberjacks’ fire.
“She is a highly charged emotional player,” said women’s basketball coach Pam Martin. “I love
her intensity. She gets in people’s
faces and helps fire people up.”
Farmer, a_ kinesiology senior
with an emphasis in exercise science, has been playing for HSU

since her freshman year. Prior to
HSU, Farmer played three years

Chocolate

Oak-Roasted

LUMBERJACK STAFF

BAGELS

ee sled GSI
SL tah

in her hometown of Dorris, Calif.

She transferred to Klamath Falls
High School in Oregon during her
senior year.
“T transferred to Klamath Falls
because the school district I was in
was having a lot of major problems
in which the quality of education
dropped,” Farmer said.
After Farmer graduated from
high school, she was recruited by
‘Martin to play shooting guard for
HSU.
“Basically I shoot the ball,”
Farmer said. “I help, ifneeded, to

See Farmer, page 29
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10 REASONS WHY...

Natural Resources and
Environmental Sciences

MUSIC CHOICE IS A GREAT

HOLIDAY GIFT!
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A one-unit weekend workshop
for graduating seniors...

PS 320, CRN 24910
Find out how to make the transition

to the working world easier.
Come by the Career Center, NHW 130, for
more information or check out the website
at: http://www.humboldt.edu/~career
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Teresa Farmer, center with dark jersey, drives the lane in practice.
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Widest VARIETY—31 channels from Jazz to Rock,
your music source
Classical to Kid’s Songs, there’s a channel for everyone
CD-QUALITY—crystal clear music so good your ears will think it’s live
24-HOUR—listen to the music you want when you want it, 7 days a week
CONVENIENCE—one of the world’s largest CD libraries at your finger tips
NO INTERUPTIONS—no commercials, no deejays
EXCLUSIVE & SPECIAL Programming—unique to the Showcase
channels

Music EXPERTS—providing up-to-date programming that reflects all the
latest music trends
Easy HOOK-UP—works directly with your own stereo
Online ACCESS—from updated program notes including program descriptions and Showcase channel schedules to music information and trivia
10. MUSIC CHOICE Store—convenient way to purchase all your favorite
music heard on MUSIC CHOICE and more
SOUNDS OF THE SEASON ON MUSIC CHOICE CHANNEL 99
Celebrate everyday with the music that captures the holiday!

COX

COMMUNICATIONS

Expect The Best.

INFORMATION
New Service, or Billing - 443-3127
OFFICE LOCATION
911 W. Wabash Ave. , Eureka
OFFICE HOURS
8:30 AM - 5:30 PM Monday - Friday

The Lumberjack

“She can really contain people

and deny the win for opposing
teams,” Martin said. “Her inten-

sity and energy level bring up her

defense and offensive skills more,
and we will really need that.”
Farmer agrees with her coach’s
assessment.
“Defense is my favorite part of
basketball,” Farmer said. “I like to
be loud. It’s a way to intimidate
other players

good

this year,”

Farmer

said.

“We're all very close to each other,
likea family. We support each other
and everyone can shoot well, which
helps take the pressure offmesometimes.”
Farmer grew up ina very athletic
family and participated in many
sports. She has been running since
the age of 5 and her father got her
to play baseball, but it was her sister that got her play basketball.
“We were always competitive
with each other,” Farmer said. “It

was basically her
that got
me into
basket-

and

cams. By “Her intensity and energy
being ggood
on defense, level brings up her defense
you
can be and offensive skills more,
even better

ball,
which

on offense and we will really need that” tse ber
because you
can

PAM MARTIN
bead caoch

recog-

nize ‘what
the opposing defense is doing and use it to

fourth

tion

due

to Tami’s

“T wasn’t used to shooting
as much
as I did last year, but all of us have

The fact that this year’s

team is filled with newcomers has made McCartney a
go-to guy. He said that two
other players, seniors
well.
“Me, Paul and Trae need

‘to step it up,” McCartney
said. “Hopefully, by the time
we are playing league games,

e Exercise Instruction and Modification
e Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation
¢ Biofeed/EMG Posture and Body Mechanics
Training ¢ Back and Neck Injury
Schools ¢ Pool/Aquatic Therapy
¢ Work Conditioning * Home Health
e Pain Control Modalities

¢ Independent Exercise Programs
e Exercise/Injury ion
e Sports Medicine

e pe

EXCELLENCE

off the court, got the finger

popped back into place by
and went back into the game.
He is not expected to miss

any games.

to Southern Oregon, 56-48.
Farmer was fourth on the team in
scoring with a 8.5 points per game

ate in May and hopes to go to

McCartney plans to gradulaw school.
“You
never’
know,
though,” he said.
As
for _ basketball,

ies and reading books.
“Pmlike everyone else,” Farmer
said. “I love going to the ocean,

McCartney’s career will most
likely end at HSU.

traveling and hopefully going sky-

said,

“It’s been a good run,” he

diving over spring break.”
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For casual chinese cuisine
or take-out

WE HAVE THE LARGEST
VEGETARIAN

“SZECHUAN

D&D

-PAWNSHOP
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Business
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Buy * Sell * Trade
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Loans on anything of value
315 F Street

Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445°8332
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IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

HealthSPORT Physical Therapy
300 Community Way ¢ Arcata
_707-822- ee

student trainer Josh Doody

that will limit his playing time.”

[a

In The

a

PF

THERAPY

for all movement problems

Healso plays through pain.
During a Nov. 14 game
against Oregon Tech,
McCartney was fouled and
dislocated a finger. He ran

ment the *Jacks went 1-1, beating
Patten College, 90-59, and falling

BONDING
WISDOM TEETH
~ NITROUS-GAS
STEREO SOUND
EMERGENCY CARE

Ten Years

»

PHYSICAL

we will be playing well.”

Mark A. Hise MS-DDS

4 ' Over

et

gess, need to play tough as

DENTISTRY
“We cater to cowards!”

yp

Traevon Louisand Paul Bur-

said, “But itis not something

Farmer enjoys going to the mov-

(McC anless) injury,” Farmer said.

55 PRR

VON SYN

last year

the top opponent.”

Atthe Southern Oregon tourna-

average.

“A lot ofus played out of posi-

OT

SS OZ
ENS

ice.

However,
all the returners, including Farmer, believe last season’s
record does not indicate what this
team is capable of.

“It also allows me to guard

“It’s a nuisance,” Wood

grade.”

your advantage.”
Last year the ’Jacks went 9-16
and suffered several key injuries.
STAFF

playing
sce the

BE INDEPENDENTLY
HEALTHY

¢ Continued from
page 25

ge & od

bring the ball up court, use my
quickness to an advantage and talk
to the team.”
Martin said Farmer’s main
strength is her defensive abilities
and the ability to shoot the threepoint shot.

McCartney

te

« Continued from page 28

29

Bee

Farmer

worked hard in the off season and
we're ready for this year.”
With four returning seniors providing experience and a strong recruiting class, the ’Jacks should
improve from last year’s losing
record.
“We think we’re going to be very

Wednesday, Dec. 3, 1997
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IN TOWN!
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Arcata Plaza
761 8th St.

Additional parking at
7th St. entrance
All major credit cards
accepted.

Open 11 am to 10 p.m. daily
Weekends open at noon.
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Men
Conference

_

HSU
Davis

W-L
0-0
0-0

Pet.
.000
.000

Hayward

0-0

.000

Chico
San Francisco State
Sonoma

0-0
0-0
0-0

000
.000
.000

College of Notre Dame

0-0

000

Stanislaus

0-0

.000

Chipps

24

WW

Pct.

Off.

Def.

Hayward

3-1

750

—

_

Davis

3-]

750

78.0

63.3

San Francisco State

2-1

.667

71.0

71.0

HSU
Chico
Sonoma

3-2
2-2
2-3

.600
500
.400

78.0
770
Jad

87.3
/ a
790

College of Notre Dame

0-4

.000

67.2

83.2

Stanislaus

0-5

.000

64.6

80.0

27

= 4-1]

2-4

1-3

2

10

24

2-8

0-0

1-1

0

2

4

Francis
Haynes
Alexander

36
Zr
0

2-6
0-2
0-0

0-0
3-5
0-0

2-4
3-6
0-0

5
0
0

3
5
0

4
3
0

Guy
Cuthbert

2
8

0-0
1-3

0-0
0-1

0-0
2-2

0
0

0
0

0
2

Whitney
Carroll
Williams
Totals

25
10
3
199

4-10
0-0
0-1
14-49

4-6
1-2
0-0
17-27

0-1
0-1
0-0
= 12-22

3
4

15

Thursday's games

Min
27
19
22
af
20
5
4

M-A
AD
5-6
»=«4-6
25
1]
0-0
0-0

Bernardino; Chico at Seattle Pacific; Warner Pacific at HSU;
Santa Cruz at Hayward; San Francisco State at Santa Barbara.

HSU 70, Santa Cruz 58

Mine

SANTA CRUZ
Fg
Ft
Reb

Pte

Ft

Reb

M-A0-0
2-3
5-6
2-3
0-0
1-2
4-4

O-T
1-4
3-6
3-8
OZ
1-8
0-6
0-0

24

A
2
|
3
4
2
2

Pf
4
4
3
2
2
]
0

Pts
8
12
13
8
2

Off.
7735
53.7

Def.
65.4
58.7

0-2
0-0
0-0

2
0
3

0
0

6
0
5

San Francisco State

1-2

Soo

58.3

62.3

Sonoma

1-3

.250

67.0

72.0

Halligan

16

1-6

0-0

0-0

Wittmer

18

1-2

1-1

0-3

0

Fathy
Waddell

0
8

0-0
1-]

0-0
0-0

0-0
0-2

0

17

1-2

0-1

0-5

202

21-51

10-20

7-35

0
2

0
2

0

4

2

NW

25

58

HUMBOLDT STATE
Min
30
31

M-A
3-12
3-9

M-A
5-8
2-2

O-T
4-12
4-l

A
0

2

Pts
N
8

Slaughter

7

2-8

2-3

0-0

3

3

6

Burgess

29

= 2-6

3-4

0-2

2

Z

7

Louts
Carewe

a2
5

0-6
0-2

1-2
0-0

1-4
0-0

7
0

2

Tennell
Gordon
Colbert
Demyan
Williams
Hart
Totals

12
12
8
7

2-2
4-6
2-3
3-5
0-1
1-]
22-61

2-2
0-0
0-3
2-6
0-0
0-0
20-30

1-2
0-1
3-3
2-6
0-]
1-2
17-46

]

College of Notre Dame

‘1-6

143

44.7

65.6

Stanislaus

0-4

.000

60.7

83.0

Lacy

0-0

0

2-3
0-0
13-19

0-1
0-0
9-30

A

Pf
4
2
5
2
0
0
3
0
%

8-8
6-7

1-7
3-7

4

Westerberg

20

3-4

0-0

0-0

3

Lamb
Winchester

33
36

2-2
2-6

6-12
0-0

0-4
2-7

Richards

12

0-1

0-2

1-3

0-1

0-0

0-0

24

4-8

3-4

2-2

o
2
0
0

200

27-51

23-33

= 11-32

6

0
12

2
17

6
2
58

Pts

HUMBOLDT STATE

Fg

Ft

Reb

Min

M-A

M-A-~

O-T

A

Pf =

Farmer
Swain

34
3]

84-13
1-9

1-2
5-6

0-2
2-6

2

]
1

Bishop

24

5-9

1-2

3-4

McConnell
Wahle
Durazo
Rocha
Ward

20
38
2
4
2

33-5
= (0-4
0-1
0-0
0-0

0-0
3-6
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-2
2-6
0-0
0-0
0-0

E. Hughes

19

4-4

4-6

4-7

2-3
20
3-5
6
200 22-53

3-3
0-2
17-27

2-3
1]
16-33

]

12
7

1

4

i

1

0
2
)
0

5
3
0
0
0

1

2

12

]

2
4
7

/
6
64

2
6
0

1

0

0
6b

Wis. — Results from Nov. 22:

3. Adams State 102; 4. Western State 103; 5. Ashland 139; 6.
Edinboro University 150; 7. Cal Poly Pomona 174; 8. University

of Southern Indiana 21]; 9. Lewis University 256; 10. Fort Hays

State 291; 1. North Dakota State 293; 12. Mankato State 297;
13. Northwest Missouri State 313; 14. Davis 320; 15. South

Dakota State 357; 16. University of North Dakota 410; 17.

Golias, Central Missouri State, 31:54.0; 3. David Fagan, Western
State, 31:54.5; 4. Philip Saina, Central Missouri State, 31:56.8; 5.
Nirek Bieniecki, Lewis University, 32.02.4.

]
|

Pts
26
20

Fg
M-A
3-7
3-9

Ft
M-A
2-2
6-6

33,560.

Women (5K)
Team results
1. Adams State 37; 2. Lewis University 106; 3. Western State

V

106; 4. Edinboro University 112; 5. Northwest Missouri State: 154;

6. Shippensburg University 217; 7. North Dakota State 236; 8.
0
1

80

HUMBOLDT STATE
Min
31
33

]

HSU finishers — 70. Tim Miller, 33:54.0; 74. Fergus Breck,

9-14
7-15

Wahle
Swain

0

0
]

1. Elly Rono, University Southern Indiana, 3113.9; 2. Vladimir

36
38

1

3

Kennesaw State 442.
i
Top five individuals

Janackovic
Berry

SOUTHERN OREGON
Pts
3

0-0

2-5
1-2
21-43

1

Team results

SOUTHERN OREGON
Fg
Ft
Reb
M-A
M-AO-T

Min

Totals

Pf
2

0-0

]
1
]

1. University of South Dakota 78; 2. Central Missouri State 83;

Southern Oregon 80, HSU 74

HSU 77, Southern Oregon 49
A
0

7
10
14
200

8
4
0
7

3
2

Men (10K)

Saturday’s res ult

Blakley

O-T
1-1

6

lM KENOSHA,

HSU vs. Seattle Pacific.

Nov. 25

M-A
5-7

0-3
0-5
0-0
2-3

NCAA Div. II Championships

Friday's game
HSU at Western Washington; Dominiquez Hills at Sonoma; Davis
at Western Oregon; San Bernardino at College of Notre Dame;
Chico at Lewis-Clark Tourney; Hayward at NCAC Challenge.
Saturday’s gam

Taylor

M-A
0-1

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

"

1

Cross country)

Schedule

0

7
N
A
1
0
2
70

3-8
2-4
0-0
3-6

Kerle
Songer
Totals

2-4
0-0
1-3

3

32
21
8
2]

2
47

2-6
0-0
2-7

0

0

2
24

19
2
7

3

1-2

0
20

Sinton
Simpson
Heard

@

0-0

0-2
12-41

76.0

1

~—s «5-6

0-0
20-28

.000

8
13

27

1-2
27-46

.000

2
2

Wick

12
202

0-0

Pts

Z
0

6
7

0-0

24

Pf

3-7
3-9

2
0

College of Notre Dame

]

A

6-10
5-6

0
0

Stanislaus

4

WILLAMETTE
Reb
Ft
Fg
O-T
M-AM-A
1-5
8 A-7

2-3
0-1

.000
.000

20

34
26

2-4
0-0

0-0
0-0

4
0
Hn
74

1
]

Waliezer
Anderson

2-3
3-3

HSU
Davis
Hayward
Chico

2

0

HSU 64, Willamette 58

7
4

Pct.
.000
.000
.000
.000

3

Friday’s result

Colbert
Williams

Conference
W-L
0-0
_0-0
0-0
0-0

3-4
1-6
12-31

1

1

SERRE

Scott
J. Hughes
Totals

76.3

Min
13

0-0
1-2
12-13

Dale

333

Reb

0-4
19
29 = 5-12
201 29-61

Z
6

1-2

Ft

0-1

0
Z

Chico

Fg

0-0

4
0

63.0

7
201

22

0-1
0-2

64.6

2
0
0
16

~

0-2
0-0

400

l

Hughes

1-1
3-4

2-3

0
0
16

1-2

2\
14

Hayward

1

0-0

Louis
Wilkins

0
16

1

1-1

2

5
2

0

12

4

Davis
HSU

2
0

Rocha

2

]

0
Z

1
1

4
0

0)

Pts
4
7

]

2
0

0

0-2
2-4

1

5
0

0-1

Pf
5
4

]

1-4
0-0

2-3

0-0
0-0

McCartney
Wilkens

0-0
0-0

2-2

Overall
W-L
Pct.
4-]
800
3-3
500

Pf

2-3
0-0

2-2

4

0-0
6-12

Reb

22
0

1-4

1

8
33

Ft

McConnell
Durazo

Min

1

Foster
Semanisin

Fg

“\
N

0-2

San Francisco State
Sonoma

Saturday’s result

Totals

5
2

0
49

Women

Sonoma at CSU Los Angeles; College of Notre Dame at CSU San

Brewer

3
4

6

Saturday’s games

1

1]
0-1

14

Davis at Dominguez Hills.

1

1]
2-2

Kerle
Songer
Totals
]

]

10-15
3-8

Gordon

Friday’s game

1
1

0
0
7

22
26

Carewe

College of Notre Dame at Riverside; Fresno Pacific at San
Francisco State.

Wells
Todd

]

Bishop
Farmer

Charriere
Moore
Northness
Sorenson

Hart
Totals

A

«5

1

2

Schmerbach

McCartney
Demyan
Slaughter
Burgess
Tennell
Ginsberg
Westerholt

Schedule

O-T
1-5
3-10

0

Arbow

Fg

W-L

M-A
2-6
4-5

00

HUMBOLDT STATE

Overall

Min
M-A
3]
1-2
336-18

22

Davis 240; 9. Seattle Pacific 253; 10. Northern Colorado 269; I.

South Dakota State 271; 12. University of Southern Inc!

Wisconsin-Parkside 356; 16. Abilene Christian 392; 17. Chico
468.

Top five individuals

Reb
O-T

0-4
3-6

-na 289,

13. Kennesaw State 299; 14: Angelo State 310; 15. University of

A

Pf
1

4

5
2

Pts

12

1. Kaisia Arient, Lewis University, 17:31.2; 2. Maigorzata Biela,

Lewis University, 17:37.7; 3. Magdalena Paszta, Lewis

University, 17:44.4;

4. Janelle Olson, Adams State, 17:46.9; 5.

Amy Perry, Edinboro University, 17:48.6.
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Letters
Pepper spray incident

stung by media coverage
The recent application of pepper spray to the eyes of nonviolent
protesters in Northern California
has garnered a lot of national media attention.
From coast to coast, people have
gaped at the gruesome sounds and
images. Why have law enforcement
officers begun to use torture as a
compliance technique?
The truth is that similar things
have been happening for years. Pve
seen it. My friends have seen it. It
happens.
Countless acts of police brutality and abuse go unnoticed by the
mainstream and untold by the cor-

| i

SE

RAND

OWOVWE

2
oak

ND w

porate media. Meanwhile, law en-

the
forcement manages to maintain
illusion that it is protecting the
publicand upholdingjustice. Let’s
face it. Most average, mainstream
people still fundamentally trust the
police,
However, every now and then,

the police go beyond whats palatable to the public and create an
instant sensation in the corporate

media.
Need an example? Suppose Los

Angeles police officers beat a black
man more severely than usual, and
they happen
to be caught
on video.
Suppose riot police shoot some
student protesters at Kent State.
Suppose officers use an untried
method of torture — pepper spray
in the eyes — against nonviolent
activists.
Millions of Americans get these
stories delivered straight to their

homes. A few might become so

to

the

Wednesday, Dec. 3, 1997

editor

angry that they want to do some-

brag about working to make it ille-

thing about it.

gal to burn an American flag, even

But does all this publicity really
change anything? After all, these
news stories help maintain the illu-

In protest.

These are American values?!
This is what all those Americans
who fought Hitler and Mussolini
died for? Is that what we mean

sion of ajust society. The fascination they generate implies that law
enforcement abuses seldom occur.
The diligence of the press implies that the media are looking out
for us. The media look only for
what sells. If profit drove the me-

when we say Americans are free,
that they are free to be Christians

but nothing else, patriots without
the will or right to peacefully dissent?

dia to help us this time, profit will

Riggs was essentially telling us

drive them to hurt us next time.
So next time you watch or read a

that Americans fought to create a

fascist Christian state where pa-

news story about abuse of power

triotism

or violence against activists, think
of how many stories you didn’t
hear about.

did his supporters do? They applauded him.
So who exactly was being disrespectful to American veterans:

Aaron Clegg

is enforced.

And

what

JON MOONEY

Riggs’ speech deserved
to have been interrupted

If you notice dust in the air, it’s because

Arcata City Council members are dragging
their feet.
Arcata residents must unfortunately rely

‘ H. Benjamin Shaeffer
Philosophy lecturer

on their City Council to make the city truly
“nuclear-free” and socially responsible.

A.S. councilman tells

Otherwise, the only Green city in the country might actually have become Green by

I must take issue with your claim
that the protesters
who interrupted

Congressman
Frank
Riggs’
Veteran’s Day speech were disrespecttul to American veterans.
During that speech, in which
Riggs rightly praised veterans for

risking
and sometimes giving their
lives for what he called “American

the U.S. government

to en-

force a “Judeo-Christian” value
system.

Furthermore, Riggs has made it
clear that he thinks even peaceful
civil disobedients deserve the

abuse that police choose to inflict
upon them. He then went on to

Letter and column policy
The Lumberjack welcomes letters on any subject. All contributions must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday before publication date
and can be mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:
The Lumberjack
Nelson Hall East 6
Humboldt State University
Arcata, Calif. 95521

Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921
E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

why he rejected Douglas

now.
The city has apparently been giving its

I am writing this letter in response to the article concerning
Charles Douglas and the professional studies position, which ap-

money toa state investment fund, which in
turn has been investing in socially irresponsible companies like General Motors

.

While I did make the statements
comments were taken out of context, as only

two

sentences

were

printed out ofa 20-minute conver-

sation. I did say that I believe that
Douglas’ presence would be inef-

whose South American affiliate is report-

own personal qualities (as the article seems to imply) but because

in the Amazon forest.

edly conducting illegal harvesting practices
The council has finally decided to study

of the unfounded bias against him
that the A.S. Council has been dis-

playing for the entire semester.
It is my personal opinion that
the council would challenge any
action that Douglas took while on
the council, not because they dis-

agree with the action but because
they personally disagree with Douglas.
This is unfortunate, but I be-

lieve that we need an objective
council in the interest of best serv-

¢ They must be typed or neatly printed.

flict with objectivity.

¢ Anonymous letters will not be published.
* Items are subject to editing for style and grammar and may be
condensed to fit available space.
¢ Publication is not guaranteed.

cil is indirectly investing in a company

fective, not so much because of his

that Douglas’ presence will con-

their major and year in school.

Motors and Edison are each linked to one
or the other of the items.
Mitsubishi wins no prizes for social responsibility either. Our Green City Coun-

that were printed, I believe that my

Letters and columns are subjected to these guidelines:

a signature, address and phone number. Students must include

support independence from nuclear power
and weapons in the 1980s, but General

[2.

ing the student population, and

¢ Letters are limited to 300 words, columns are limited to 600
words. Longer items will not be considered.
* Items must be verified before they are published. They need

and Mitsubishi. Arcata residents voted to

pearedin The Lumberjackon Nov.

Riggs also said that he

believed the “American people”
want

/ GRAPHICS EDITOR

City Council drags
at social responsibility

Frank Riggs and his supporters or
those of us who were disgusted
and angered by his comments
about “American values”?

Physics senior

values,”

3]

As for effectiveness, I believe that
Douglas is one of the most dedicated, motivated, educated and
effective students on campus.

He regularly attends and con-

tributes to Associated Students
Council meetings, as well as the
Arcata City Council meetings. He

See Letters, page 33

the situation to find alternatives to the state
investment fund. The effort — if one can
call it an effort — is too little, too late, however. Arcata

residents first voted to become a nuclear-free community in

1980, which raises the question: Why has it taken so long for

the council to be aware of the problems?

|

Councilmembers are angry that the San Francisco
Chronicle published a story stating that the council had
passed a proclamation saying the city would seta goal to pull
funds from socially irresponsible corporations.
Councilmembers neve ‘passed such a proclamation, which

is exactly the problem
The fact that the co incil even needs to consider a proclamation is embarrass’ ig. Arcata voters told the city to pull
funds from these con panies almost 20 years ago, so it’s silly
for the need for a proclamation to exist. The council hasn’t

even agreed to set a goal to search for alternatives.
Councilmembers need to consider what is good for Arcata
residents. If hey continue to ignore the populace, they'll

find people w on lering whose interests are being addressed,
ifnot their own.

Recalls are made of such things.
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Increase in IRA fees keep
opportunities available
The time has come for all good students to come to the aid of their school.

Apathy runs rampant on college campuses, but students are the first to complain if'a
program is cut or if certain activities aren’t available in the first place because of a lack of
funding. Well, if money grew on trees we'd be set, wouldn’t we? Unfortunately, redwoods

seem to be able to yield cash only to people like Charles Hurwitz.
Since Mr. Hurwitz won’t be donating any money to HSU anytime soon, it’s time for us
— the students — to take responsibility for needed funds. It used to be possible for us to pay
only $13 per semester in Instructionally Related Activity (IRA) fees, but the times, they are
a’changing.
Here’s the situation:
¢ IRA funds are used to help finance programs from athletics to the Campus Center for
Appropriate Technology. These funds are by no means petty cash. Hundreds of thousands
of dollars are raised each year through IRA fees.
¢ The athletic department is in dire need
of increased funding. The new conference

a

aed

will require

oO

@

“The main effect it has had on me
is that I have less faith in the stateowe

ments of public health officials
because they exaggerated the risk t
heterosexuals.”
Jon Roche
University Center staff

Oo 000 ©

j

much

higher

travel expenses

Successful

programs

like

because of the widespread distribution of
member schools. HSU must also begin giving athletic scholarships or face becoming a
perennial bottom-feederin the Pacific West

.
forensics and Model!
:
‘
United Nations rely on

Conference.
¢ Successful programs like forensics and

funds

Model United Nations rely on IRA funds to
survive. Without increased funding, these
programs can’ttravel to many respected competitons, which results in a domino effect.
Since the teams aren’t able to gain the experience of competing against other powerful
programs, it is difficult for HSU to prepare

to

Survive.

IRA

Without

increased

funding,

programs

can’t

these

travel

to

many

respected
titi
compe ITiONs.

for the national championships.

* HSU administrators are going to ask students to approve a $35 per semester increase

@

“It has definitely hit home for
me.I have had people close to me

odie,

so of course I am going to be

more cautious, make myself aware
and get tested.”
Aria Rodriguez
interdisciplinary studies junior

Oo00000
00
0
“It has affected my life because I
realized that personal awareness,
due
to the fact
that AIDS isa catastrophic
illness, will permeate your life. This
will be the disease of the 21st century, so we better take charge of our

lives.”

Troy Wilson
]
}
y
ePpninr
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— to $48 per semester — in IRA fees ina

special election in February. Schools like UC Davis

and Sonoma State have passed such referendums in the past year, with great results.

The difference between HSU and other schools is simple — fund raising. Almost every

program at HSU participates in numerous fund-raising activities every year. The effect of
this hard work is evident from the fact that HSU students aren’t being asked to pay $150 or
more per year, as is the case at both UC Davis and Sonoma State.

Gov. Pete Wilson’s 5 percent fee rollback for CSU students would correspond perfectly

with the proposed IRA fee increase. This phenomenon means that HSU students would
still pay less money per semester than they do now.

A common misconception 1s that the athletic program “hogs” IRA funds. In reality, the

$90,000 that goes to athletics from IRA funds must be divided among the 12 teams, which
gives each team less of the money than is received by most academic programs. There is

defimitely no special treatment or priority given to athletics when it comes to IRA funds.

An IRA fee increase would be helpful to almost every student. Intramural sports, art
galleries and the theater arts department are some of the many programs that would benefit
from the increase. A well-rounded education depends on the existence of such programs.
We pay so little for sucha good education that we should be willing to give justa little bit
more to provide for ourselves and for each other. Raising IRA fees would give us all more

opportunities for those activities that define the college experience.

Apathy is all well and good when it comes to votifor
ngthe state insurance commissioner,
but not when it affects the quality of our education.

Compiled by Erin Cassidy / Chief Photographer
Py

std

Krupnick

°

is a journalism senior and editor in chief of The Lumberjack.
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Conflict of interest

NO EXIT

©'97 Andy Singer

A.S. Council shows bias in rejecting Douglas
I am on National Student Ex-

change at Florida State. All the

way across the country, I heard

about my Associated Students repactions.

attacks on his person and his belongings. He has demonstrated
devotion above and beyond the
call of duty and is ready, willing
and capable of performing the duties of the vacant position.
A.S. representatives: Cut the
histrionics and elitist b.s. and do

| cannot believe that the A.S.
representatives were unwilling to
vote Charles Douglas to fill the vacant representative seat. The fact
that some of the representatives
were too afraid or too ignorant to
either vote yes or no leads me to
believe that they lack the character
to make decisions and should not
be in governing positions.
And Nick Tomb, I looked forward to you taking office and

thought you would bring good

if'a
c of
ods
“US
ayé
are

for
ids

sense to Associated Students, an
opinion I formed from my previous interaction with you in class.
Sorry to see that I was wrong.
Associated Students, listen up.
Last year, Douglas and Mike
Caudill had a runoff because the
outcome of the election was not
clear. In other words, Douglas has

broad campus support from HSU
students anda large number of students believe he is qualified for the
position of A.S. president.
Surely, we also believe he is ad-

equately qualified to be a repre-

% xX
BEER
{ HOW To STop

ORINKING

the right thing. The makeup of

Political science and economics

junior Charles Douglas
sentative as well.
The duty isto representthe HSU
student body, not personal interests. Associated Students was not
solely designed so you could build

A.S. representatives should not be
decided so as to provide for rubber-stamping of decisions. The
makeup of Associated Students
should be diverse and representing a wealth of backgrounds and
ideas.
A vacant position should not be
filled according to who can be the
greatest sycophant.
But, hey, I suppose our current

your résumé.

Associated Students would much

Douglas has been active in very
controversial issues in the community and on campus, has represented broad student interests and

rather align itself with the adminis-

SINGER

resentatives’

ot

g

QGANiZe
e

MAGAZINE

trative climate at HSU, where the

International law not

wants to serve.

unwritten policy is “zero diversity
and don’t rock the boat unless you
are the captain!”

enforced well by U.N.

Hehas shownintegrity and character in spite of countless tasteless

McGuffin is a history senior.

I have a question about the
United

States’ recent expression

of willingness to “independently”
conduct a military action on Iraq.
If such an attack were launched

Letters

outside of United Nations procedures again, how would we be dif-

- continued from page 31

ferent from a bully with the biggest

By Glenn Foden

is active inan incredible number of

When we sent mis-

extracurricular organizations and
isa key component in the struggle

sile messages to Iraq

TACT iS.
BLL WOLVERINES
ARE NAMED
BOTKUS.

against student apathy.
Nick Tomb
Political science senior

ise
vs

Reporter commended
for homeless forum story
i fine job of reporting on the Nov.
7 forumon problems ofthe chronic
homeless.
However,
one small detail needs
correction. The forum took place
in our hall in Bayside, not Eureka.

‘This is because the congregation
of the Humboldt Unitarian Universalist Fellowship has been in-

volved with the homeless population and the search for solutions
lor several years.
r

W

e very

much

°
appreciate

BUTT-KISSF
DONT PEOPLE

MARE FUN OF

YOUR
NAME

) your

especially since there was no other

in-depth coverage.
!

Betty Segal
Jean Wagner

Co-chairs, HUUF
Committee

Social Action

Bush (not proven or

to court),

spect for law that we are fighting

de legating a reporter to this event,
.

George

laws.

D117 Log Angeles Times Syndicate

ld

President

| can imagine a
much safer world
with wider respect
for international

that was riot part ofa
U.N. action. Personally, I believe the
United States needs
to be in syne with world laws as
represented by the United Nations
if we are to be a model of the re-

ox.

or

last year for its supposed failed plot to
assassinate former

brought

Your reporter Jennifer Kho did
of

club modeling street gang violencee?

tions. Each of these nations (also the
biggest weapons exporters) can arbitrarily exempt itselfor any nation
from any U.N. enforcement resolution, without anyone else’s support.
This is a
significant
shortcoming
inapplying
the

rule of law.
Our

nation

as a 25-plu:

year history of

using its high
position

Co

block
many
U.N.
initiatives and to veto Security Council
resolutions related to Arab-Israeli
issues.

Most

recently,

we

have

for.

blocked the United Nations from
declaring
Israel’s new construction

While human needs for safety,
orderand recognition ofautonomy

in Jerusalem as illegal.
I canimaginea
much safer world

are surely core issues inthe Middle

with wider respect for international
laws.
Let’s keep asking our world leaders to develop an updated U.N.
approach fora more orderly application of international laws
Let’s pay our delinquent $1. 37
billion past-due bill to the United
Nations and work with other nations to remedy the imbalance of

East, I see a significant side issue
related to U.S. actions and the way
international laws are applied.
Notable anger/fear tensions fester

regarding perceptions of international law being applied inconsistently and of certain nations operating above the law.
The imbalance of power in the
United Nations allows the United
States, Britain, France, China and
Russia to have absolute veto power
over U.N. Security Council resolu-

power.

Self is

a Redwood

resident.

Valley

#442-0711

ROOMMATE WANTED to
share beautifully furnished
home in Eureka (Close to

Henderson Center). Quiet, in
park-like setting. Computer

Business Services

roomaccess, workshop
& art
studio access, laundry room
use, off street parking, no
smoking, clean & sober envi-

CUSTOM
VISION

ronment. No pets, near local
bus stop. $350 amonth,
some
utilites paid. Please call 4424378.

lf no answer,

leave

message.

ARCATA CONDO
Two bedroom/one +1/2
bath condo near downtown

Arcata for sale. Range, refrigerator,
Tel. (707) 444-2968
215 SECOND ST. EUREKA, CA 95501
DR. KENNETH L. KAISER
OPTOMETRIST
KEVIN K. MUNDORFF
LICENSED MASTER OPTICIAN

dishwasher,

wood stove, parking, extra

storage closet, on-site laundry. Equity builder better

Range, refrigerator, micro-

wave and dishwasher. Gorage withautomatic opener.
Security
alarm system inunit.
Coin operated laundry on

site. References, security

deposit and lease required.

No pets. Smoke free. For
more information please call

822-4326
or
442-6282.
www.northcoast.com/eclock

sunroof,

For more information please
‘teall Joanie at (707) 839www.northcoast.com/
eclock

For Sale
K2 clicker snowboard boots

and bindings. Worn once
only. Kicker snowboard
boots

$125,

bindings

$80,

boots and bindings for $185.

Size 9 men, 10.5 women. Call
Fabio, 725-3681.
BEFORE RESPONDING TO ADVERTISEMENTS REQUESTING MONEY BE SENT OR GIVING A CREDIT
CARD NUMBER OVER THE PHONE, YOU MAY
WANT TO CONTACT THE LOCAL BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU TO VERIFY THE AUTHENTICITY OF
THE COMPANY. THE LUMBERJACK WILL NOT BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE VALIDITY OF ANY OFFERINGS ADVERTISED.

TOYOTA
@ yeEP

QUALITY

FRIENDLY

5 ‘eae

e leave

Two bedroom/one +1/2
bath condo near downtown
Arcata for sale. Range, refrigerator, dishwasher,
wood stove, parking, extra
storage closet, on-site laundry. Equity builder better
than paying rent. Could be
excellent income property.
Financing available locally.
For more information please

call Joanie at (707) 8394400. Contact the web for

www.northcoast.com/“eclock

Street,

$1500 weekly

potential mail-

ing our nieaulaes No experi-

ence required. Free information packet. Call 202-4525942.

WANTED: The Lumberjack
newspaper is looking for a
McKinleyville circulation assistant for the spring ‘98 semester.
Call Pamat
826-3259
for details or come by NHE6.
TEACHERS WANTED

for 5

week summer program 6/22

to 7/24. $25/classroom
hour. Upward bound is for
High School students. NHE
203, 826-3553. Deadline 4

p.m., Friday, Feb. 20, 1998.

UPWARD BOUND needs female and male advisors from

SERVICE

to 7/25/98. Pay

Loaner

DATEUN

<@

HONDA

SH

signs (experience required)
and reception(no experience
necessary). Please help us get
through ‘ke winter. Call 443-

Bikes

Available

BUBARYU

The Pre-Vet Club is accepting donations for the Humane

Society and for Pet Sake.
Wish ist includes: food, litter, toys, blankets and any
thrift store items. Donations

can be dropped off at Bio.
Dept.

SB221,

M-F

8-5 p.m.

Nov. 20-Dec. 19.

Except lena? attractive and
fit male and female models

for

illustrated

massage

N86.

project. Some tasteful nudity;

CREATIVE ARTIST talented
with paints or pencil or pen
and ink or computer images.
Large project. Call Bon or

eling experience is helpful but
not required. $150 per day.

nothing sexual. Previous mod822-47 46.

Donna, 825-9626.

Services

DEMOCRATS -

at 4 p.m. Thursday in

to the next meeting or e-mail
democrat@axe.humboldt.edu
GRADUATING

THIS YEAR?

The Senior Capstone course
is a one-unit weekend workshop designed to let you reflect on your HSU experience and look toward your
future. Sign up for PS 380,
CRN 24910 or come to the
Career Center, NHW 139 for

ENJOY MASSAGE in Arcata.
Foot-reflexology and 2nd
degree Reiki soothing,
theraputic touch in a sott
environment. Call Reidun
Olsson CMP 822-7247 for
your appointments.

BI-CURIOUS OR JUST CURI-

OUS? New friends and new

experiences are waiting for
you.

right

now

at

www.gay.net/

adlegotumbaldt Abselutaly
safe, private and confiden-

tial. Free student accounts.

more information.

LIVE TALK! 1-900-255-0900,

ACADEMICALLY MINDED!
Nerdboy Academic Clothin
is for you! The tee that tells
alll www.southernutah.com/
nerdboy prints you an order
form!

Must be 18. Serv-u (619) 645-

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs,

Corvettes.

Also

Jeeps, 4WDS. Your area. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000

Ext. A-8201 for listings.

@

e Electrical Repairs
¢ Cooling Systems
¢ Clutches * Engine Overhauls

Arcata

reka, Fortuna, Rio Dell. Vital

NHE BO. Interested? Come

nttp://www.wlleytoons.com

J

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 4-8
hours per week for mobile
clinic serving Blue Lake, Eu-

weekly

my oMmadeliiicte

AUTOMOTIVE
822 - 3770
513

at NHE 203.

The Democrats of HSU meet

(Free Inspection & Estimate)

REDWOOD

$1700 plus room and board
for 5 weeks. Deadline 4 p.m.,
Monday, Feb. 2, 1998. Inquire

Real Estate and Rental info:

¢ Brakes
\

DS
MAZDA

NON SEQUITUR

CC,

ARCATA CONDO

6/20/98
@

stereo,

AC,

$2,800. 733-5580,
message.

excellent income property.
Financing available locally.

Two bedroom/two bath
townhome available Janu-

ary 1, 1998. Walk to HSU.

back, PS, PB, PW,

than paying rent. Could be

4400. Contact the web for
Real Estate and Rental info:

ARCATA TOWNHOME.

1983 Toyota Celica GT Hatch-

ESMGOGeNVSSI
p> UGE
N

Announcements
AA HOTLINE
ANYTIME.

CLASSIFIEDS

Dec. 3, 1997

Washington fost Writers troop E-mail: wiley ewtieytoons.com

Wednesday,

CLINT Wty Milee/ dst. by

34

FREE CASH GRANTS! College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical Bills. Never repay.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000 ext.
G-15091.

ext. 4573.

$3.99 per min.

8434.

Thrills
GUIDED

KAYAK

TRIPS-no

experience needed! Student
owned/run. River and ocean
instruction by ACA certified
instructors-custom trips any-

where you want to paddle!
North Coast Adventures

Kayaking Call 677-3124.

Hum-boats offers Sailing and

Sea Kayaking instruction,
rentals on Humboldt Bay,
special events,
group and
student discounts. Used boats
for sale. Hum-Boats 4443048.

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO
SELL? NEED SOME EXTRA HELP FOR
THE HOLIDAY SEASON? HOPING TO
MAKE SOME CASH FOR THE TRIP
HOME? PLACE YOUR AD IN THE
CLASSIFIED SECTION.

$2 for students, 25 words. $5
fo] AVL) tM) fs] = 9

ecasgs
eptane

LECTURE:

etamaat

Stein will

speak on “Cool Numbers,

bake.

Hot Numbers

1 lit-

Protect Yourself from the
Abuse of Numbers” at 8:30
p.m. in Science B 135. Free.

any
tions

and How to

2

Bio.

p.m.

WEDNESDAY

age
dity;
od-

CAREER DAY: “NR & Environmental Sciences Career

CCAT: “Tofu Making Workshop”
at 4 p.m. at CCAT house.

| but

available to discuss careers
in science from 9 a.m. to

CAREER WORKSHOPS:
“Résumé Writing Techniques” at noon in NHW 232
and “How to Find a Summer
Job in NR & Science” at 7
o.m. in NHW 232. 826-3341.

3:30 p.m. in KBR. 826-3341.
LIVE MUSIC: Humboldt Bay
Coffee Co. presents David
isley at 8 tonight and
tomorrow. 444-3969.

LEARNING CENTER WORKSHOP: “Build Confidence
and Boost Exam Scores” at
3 p.m. in House 71.
826-5188.

in
sort

idun
for

LIVE MUSIC: Matee! Community Center presents Worty
Gourd at 7 p.m. $3.

923-3368.

URInew
1 for

Cole Porter and his High

Espresso Cafe, 1649 Central
839-HOBE.

at

t /

tely

4

hosts its annual rock and

go to benefit Eureka High
School’s junior class and

mineral auction in FH

yearbook class. 441-2595.

HSU Geology Club
118.

6

Doors open at 6 p.m., bidding .
starts at 7 p.m. 826-9619.

S-no

dent
sean
ified

826-3551.

FRIENDS OF THE DUNES:
Meeting at 5 p. m. in NR 210.
825-7919.

any-

CENTER: “How to Write
Successful Non-fiction
Magazine Articles” at 10 a.m.
$15 general, $12 members.
411 12th St., Eureka. Must
preregister. 443-1930.

EARTHQUAKE FAIR: HSU
Geology Club hosts its 2nd
annual earthquake fair at
noon in FH 166.

( Weekend Diversions

{dle!
Jres

Friday

Thursday
5

BRACCO’S

‘ion,
Bay,

327 2nd St.
Eureka, 443-9717

and

773 8th St.

Arcata, 822-4100

\A4-

CLUB

LIVE MUSIC: CenterArts
presents Fiesta Navidad with
Mariachi Los Camperos and
Ballet Folklorico Ollin at 8
p.m. in Van Duzer Theatre.

~

Inspirie

3

Caldera Nuvea

Hvayllipacha

Power 96 Retro Party

Fitth and a

826-3928.

Jam Fest
Good Medicine

SABRE

Arcata, 826-2739

S

Dave Hinz Band

arenes

g

Leen 839-7580
NNYSIDE PUB

ae ¢
aa’?

t

fy

MONE CN?

4
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ad wee

Pee

coed doa

a4

:: Club me
a ings
1et

:

AMERICAN INDIAN
ALLIANCE: Meets Wednes-

120. 822-1490.
BODY IMAGE ACTION
GROUP: Meets Tuesdays at
4:30 p.m. in Multicultural

LIVE MUSIC: CenterArts
presents The Greyboy

Allstars at 8 p.m. in KBR. $15

“ANY OTHER GIRL”: Presented by HSU Theatre Dept.
Runs Dec. 4-7, 10-13 at 8

general, $10 students.

826-3928.

p.m. in Gist Theatre. $6
general, $2 students/seniors
Dec. 4, 7, 10, 11; $3.50
students/seniors Dec. 5, 6,
12, 13. 826-3566.

LIVE MUSIC: Humboldt Arts
Council hosts the Messiah
Sing-Along at 3 p.m. at the

“EAST OF THE SUN, WEST

OF THE MOON”: Presented
by Pacific Art Center

LIVE MUSIC: HSU Madrigal
Singersat 8 p.m. in
Fulkerson Recital Hall. $5
general, $2 students.

Children’s Theatre. Fri. &

Sat. at 7:30 p.m. through
Dec. 20. $5 adults, $4

826-3531.

children. Manila Community
Center, 1611 Peninsula Dr.,
Manila. 442-1533.

)
Saturday

FERNDALE REPERTORY
THEATRE:

Presents “A

Christmas Carol” through

g

Dec. 20. Thursdays at 7:30

Pulse Breeders
Club Western

days at 8 p.m. 786-5483.

“2FOUR”: Presented by
Dell’Arte at 8 p.m. in the

Dell’Arte Studio Theatre in

Comedy Jam
Mandeng Djeli

Center. 822-1490.
DEMOCRATS OF HSU: Meets
Thursdays at 4 p.m. in NHE

120. 826-2670.
EARTH FIRST: Meets Tuesdays
at 7 p.m. in SH 117.

677-3045.
G.L.B.S.A.: Meets Thursdays at
7 p.m. in Multicultural Center.

Blue Lake. $5. 668-5663.

826-0611.
GREEN PARTY: Meets Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in NHE

| Art

106.

825-0503.
HUMBOLDT GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY: Meets Wednesdays at 10 a.m. in FH 106.

825-8226.
HUMBOLDT LIBERTARIAN
CLUB: Meets Thursdays at 5
p.m. in NH 119. 822-2617.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in.
Multicultural Center.
825-0902.
M.E.Ch.A.: Meets Thursdays at

7 p.m. in SH 108. 826-1062.
PROGRESSIVE ALLIANCE:
Meets Wednesdays at 4 p.m.

in Green & Gold Room in FH.
825-0503.
SEAC:

Meets Thursdays at 7

p.m. in SH 109. 822-2292.
STUDENTS FOR THE
ETHICAL TREATMENT OF
ANIMALS: Meets Wednes-

Galleries,

TBA

days at 5 p.m. in NHE

The Neighbors

TWO WAKE UPS ANDA
HALF: Works by Jayne Shor
in Reese Bullen Gallery

Sunny Brae, 822-5493

=

Thursdays at 5 p.m. in NH

SUNDAY

Cardboard Cowboys

Primal Drone Society

Sunny Brae Center

ma

Multicultural Center. 8265187.

SIX RIVERS BREWERY
Ellis Island

mruen

days at 5:30 p.m. in

Arcata, 822-0690

1300 Central Ave.

STUDENT ACCESS GALLERY:
Works by Susan March and
Jake Bailey in Karshner
Lounge and works by Carrie
Hogan in Windows Cafe

9

No events scheduled

Eureka, 445-4480

ae oe

REDWOOD YOGURT: “Women
and the Violin” at 6 p.m. Dec.
5,

BE SAFE CLUB: Meets

Jordhuga

ae COAST BREWERY

4766.

Hsae s
ab

Eureka, 443-HEFE

eet

Zerzan through Dec. 14. 822-

TUESDAY
%

Eureka, 444-CLUB

Heer .

Work by Laura

$17 general, $13 students.

p.m. and Friday and Satur-

CAFE TOMO

oats

Offers classes this week on
“Mediation Advocacy” and
“Grantsmanship Training
Program.” 826-3731.

7

* call venue for age information and ticket prices.

‘and

EXTENDED EDUCATION:

Review hosts presents “1997
the Year in Review” at 4 p.m.
at Cafe Tomo, 773 8th St.,

Streets, Eureka. 442-0278.

Voyage” at 5 p.m. at CCAT
House.

826-3551.

Carnegie building, 7th & F

SATURDAY

CCAT: “Final Grand Pooba Bon

COAST WRITER’S

Arcata.

TREE SALE: Christmas tree
sale at Redwood Acres
Fairground in Eureka
through Sunday. Proceeds

ts.

AUCTION:

REDWOOD

826-5437.

THURSDAY

gen-

Duzer Theatre. $5 general,
$2 students. 826-3531.

Society Friends” at 6 p.m. in
Music Building 131.

Ave., McKinleyville.

CCAT: “Bicycle Maintenance” at
5 p.m. at CCAT house.

YEAR IN REVIEW: Rhythmic

LIVE MUSIC: HSU Music Dept.
presents “An Evening with

LIVE MUSIC: Acoustic jazz jam
at 7:30 p.m. at Hobie’s

Symphony at 8 p.m. in Van

JAMBALAYA:

.

LIVE MUSIC: Humboldt

Day.” Employers will be

826-3551.

Arcata hosts a craft day at 1
p.m. at Arcata Community
Center for grades 1-6. Must
preregister. 822-7091,

INK PEOPLE GALLERY:
“Atelier.” Opens Dec. 6
through 24. 411 12th St.,
Eureka. 442-8413.

MONDAY

KIDS CRAFT DAY: City of

FRIDAY
and
dels

HOLIDAY AUCTION AND
BRUNCH: American Assoc.
of University Women hosts
its auction and brunch at 9
a.m. at Baywood Country
Club on Buttermilk Ln.
Arcata. $13.50. 822-4351.
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Dec. 12. 826-5802.

a

4

Came

rT

115.

825-0902.
Send event listings to Denise
c/o The Lumberjack. Deadline
or submissions is the Friday
before desired publication at
4 p.m. Publication cannot be

,

,
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The Lumberjack

Backpacking
¢ Dana Design Arc Altitude Packs 20% off
¢ Nikon Binoculars 15% off

watersports
¢ All kayaks, canoes by Perception, Prijon,

Necky, Aquaterra up to 30% off

¢ MSR Water Filter reg. $64.95 — sale $49.95

e Life jackets by Perception

¢ Bags & Tents up to 25% off

reg. $68.95 — sale $54.95
¢ Kokatat clothing 30% off
¢ Neoprene shorts, pants 20 — 30 % off

Winter sports & Clothing —
¢ All skis....20% off
¢ Gloves, mitts up to 30% off
¢ Snowshoes (MSR Denali Lama)

reg. $99.00 — sale $78.95
¢ Gortex parkas up to 30% off

Bikes
¢ All ‘97 bikes up to 35% off
¢ All suspension forks by Rockshox,
Manitou 20 — 40% off

* Specialized tires and accessories 20% off
¢ WAKIMA \0 — 30% off

...and much more)...
HUMAN

POWERED

SPECIALISTS

Sale runs through Dec. 7, 1997

650 10TH STREET ® ARCATA, CA 95521 ® 822-4673 ® OPEN TIL 7 P.M. Mon. — FRi.

e
e
e
e

CAPPUCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun — Thurs: noon to 11 pm.

AND TUBS

Fri & Sat: noon fo f am:

° GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE«

CORNER 5th & J, ARCATA * CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

